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Abstract
Gene regulation is a complex process that usually involves the cooperation of
multiple transcription factors (TFs), which may bind to a regulatory module in DNA that
forms a complex that regulates the target gene's expression. The massively parallel
second generation sequencing technologies applied to DNA samples highly enriched for
TF occupancy (ChIP-seq) enables comprehensive and accurate mapping of epigenetic
features at reasonably high resolution. With the increasing volume of such data being
generated, one challenge is to develop computational methods that incorporate multiple
relevant datasets to better understand gene regulatory mechanisms.
Therefore, in this dissertation, we describe two novel computational approaches
to detect TF binding features by incorporating multiple relevant ChIP-seq datasets. The
first method is called PASS2 (Poisson Approximation for Significance version 2). While
the traditional methods utilize ChIP-seq data from only one experiment to detect binding
occupancy, PASS2 combines relevant biological features (e.g. co-binding information) to
detect TF binding of a target protein. The idea behind this is that the binding of a target
transcription factor can be partially learned from the co-binding proteins and so including
the relevant data can improve the power of protein-binding detection.
In addition to detecting protein binding occupancy, identifying differential binding
regions across conditions (cell lines, time points, and individuals) is also beneficial to us
to understand gene regulation. Consideration of such approaches is still very limited,
and thus we develop a second method: Cross-CaP (Cross Conditions and Proteins),
which is designed to identify any differential and condition-specific TF occupancy across
multiple conditions and features (e.g. TFs). The method is general and can be applied to
datasets with at least two conditions and one feature. It also works when only a few or
no biological replicates available. We apply the above two methods on both simulated
and real datasets to demonstrate their robustness and power of data integration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A multicellular organism such as a human being contains the same DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) sequences within cells that are needed to make different types
of tissues with specialized functions. The human genome consists of just over 3 billion
DNA base pairs. The initial analyses of the human genome estimated the presence of
around 35,000 genes, which is only about twice as many as in worm or fly [1]. While the
researchers were astonished by how few genes encoded proteins, the latest estimated
gene count has come down to around 21,000 [2]. This means that only around 3% of the
human genome that encodes proteins for all parts of our body [2]. So, with the same
gene repertoire, how can an organism develop different cell types with functions so
distinct from one another?
The answer lies in the 97% of non-coding DNA sequences in which contain
complex instructions to turn on (express) and off (repress) genes to shape phenotypic
diversity. The non-coding DNA sequences contain specific regulatory sites located both
near and distant from the gene. Under very specific temporal, spatial, and environmental
conditions, different regulatory proteins (Transcription Factors) bind to the specific
DNA sequences in cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), such as promoters and
enhancers) [3], working either independently or in a combinatorial fashion to activate or
inhibit transcription of DNA (Figure 1-1). Therefore, eukaryotes are able to alter their
cell types’ phenotypes in a variety of ways.
In addition to transcription factor activity, the way DNA is packed into a
eukaryotic cell nucleus can also affect gene expression within cells. To package DNA
into a smaller volume within the cell nucleus, the DNA winds itself around proteins called
histones, forming a complex known as chromatin (Figure 1-2). The structure of
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chromatin controls how DNA is used by changing the accessibility to transcription factors
and RNA polymerases (an enzyme that initiates gene transcription). Hence, a cell's
chromatin must open to allow access of condensed DNA to the transcription factors, and
thereby for gene expression to take place. This dynamic modification of chromatin
structure is called chromatin remodeling [4, 5] and these modifications are often
described as epigenetic [6-8] because they do not change the underlying DNA
sequence, but instead the non-genetic (epigenetic) features cause the genes to express
differently.
To understand how these histone modifications can affect gene expression, we
briefly introduce their variants. We know that DNA is wound around the four core histone
proteins (H3, H4, H2A, H2B) which have a globular structural domain with N-terminal
tails [9]. On the tails of the core histones, researchers observed that there are at least
eight distinct types of modifications to the histone (such as lysine and arginine
methylation, lysine acetylation, etc) [10]. The common representation of a histone
modification often consists of three components describing the modification [11]: (1) the
type of histone protein (2) a single letter denoting the amino acid that is modified (e.g. K4
representing lysine 4) (3) the type of modification being observed and its degree (e.g.
mono-, di-, or tri- methylation). For example, H3K4me3 is one kind of histone
modification which is known as the mark of active promoters initiating transcription of a
particular gene [12-15] and H3K4me3 denotes the modification with tri-methylation of the
4th lysine residue on the H3 protein.
With the precise control of gene expression, different cell types, such as a
neuron, a lymphocyte, a liver cell, and a red blood cell can then be generated from the
same copy of DNA sequences. Take the beta-globin gene (HBB, which encodes a
protein used in red blood cells for oxygen exchange) as an example of tissue-specific
expression. Though every cell in our human body shares the DNA containing beta-globin
and its regulatory sequences that control expression, no cell type other than erythroid
cells expresses HBB [16]. Researchers have found that HBB undergo chromatin domain
opening only in erythroid tissues [17]. From the above example, one can anticipate that
with more TF binding and other epigenetic data becoming available, researchers will be
able to decipher the gene regulatory machinery in the near future.
In

recent

years,

laboratory

techniques,

such

as

chromatin

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with either DNA microarray [18] (ChIP-chip) or high-
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throughput sequencing [19] (ChIP-seq) have enabled extensive identification of
genome-wide proteins-DNA binding events and histone marks in vivo (Chapter 1.2).
Furthermore, researchers have discovered many new histone variants and biochemical
modifications that effect chromatin remodeling [20-22]. By using the modification-specific
histone antibodies, histone modifications can also be assayed by the same ChIP
procedures as the TFs. With increasing amounts of ChIP data for different transcription
factors and epigenetic features being generated, computational methods have come to
play an important role in analyzing such data.
To understand gene regulatory mechanism, the first step is to identify where and
what TFs bind to DNA to regulate their target gene’s expression. After proper
preprocessing (e.g. normalization), the ChIP data can be seen as a series of signals
observed at each genomic position. Hence, many computational methods have been
developed to detect TF binding sites [23-36] from ChIP data based on the relative signal
enrichment compared to a background model. Here, the detection process of TF binding
sites or histone modifications is referred to as peak calling. Because histone proteins
interact with DNA over larger regions, they can produce relatively broad, low signals
compared to the TFs. While the low-intensity broad peaks are more difficult to detect,
more specialized programs were developed to analyze ChIP data for histone
modifications [37-39].
Numerous ChIP studies have applied existing peak-calling methods to obtain
spatial and temporal resolution of TF binding events/histone states to study gene
regulation. However, gene regulation is a complex process that usually involves the
cooperation of multiple transcription factors, but very few methods utilize all of the
relevant information (ChIP data of co-binding TF or histone features) to identify TF
binding sites. Therefore, in Chapter 2, we describe a novel computational approach
(PASS2) that the author developed to improve the accuracy of peak-calling for a target
TF by incorporating the relevant biological information (e.g. histone features).
After obtaining genome-wide mapping of binding events by multiple TFs across
different conditions (cell types, human individuals, time points), researchers are able to
compare the protein-binding sites in different TFs across conditions to study how TFs
work together to regulate gene expression. Common approaches used are intersecting
or subtracting the binary binding peaks to classify them into the shared or conditionspecific sites. Therefore, researchers can study the functional effects by relating the
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classified binding sites to their target gene’s expression levels. This approach has been
successfully applied in many studies, but it is still overly simplified. In response to the
rapid increase in ChIP data across multiple dimensions (conditions), the author
developed a second method, Cross-CaP (Cross Conditions and Proteins), which aims
for comparing and calling differential/condition-specific TF binding using the raw signals
from ChIP data. We describe the detailed Cross-CaP methodology in Chapter 3 and
demonstrate its application on real data in Chapter 4.
Because gene regulatory mechanisms are far more intricate than previously
thought, increasingly sophisticated approaches are needed to integrate the huge amount
of data to aid biologists to study gene regulatory processes. The two computational
methods described in this dissertation were developed to tackle the limitations of the
current methods. In the following sections of this chapter, we first review the existing
laboratory techniques (ChIP-chip, ChIP-seq) to identify the protein-binding interaction in
vivo (section 1.2). In section 1.3, we describe the current computational methods for
identifying binding sites for a TF under a single condition and discuss their limitations.
Lastly, in section 1.4, we discuss the current challenges of the existing computational
methods for detecting and comparing binding events.
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Figure 1-1. Illustration of transcriptional regulation. Transcription factors (TFs) bind to
specific sites (transcription-factor binding sites; TFBS) that are either proximal or distal to
a transcription start site (TSS) to enable gene expression (figure adapted from
Wasserman and Sandelin, 2004 [40]).

Figure 1-2. The structure of chromatin. DNA winds around histones to form the
chromatin. For a gene to be expressed, the condensed chromatin structure must open to
allow TFs to bind to specific DNA (figure adapted from RIKEN research institute, Japan).

1.2 Inferring Protein-DNA Binding Events in Vivo
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) is a well-established procedure used to
detect interactions between proteins and DNA in vivo. Therefore, ChIP combined with
either microarray (ChIP-chip) or sequencing (ChIP-seq) can allow identifying and
quantifying genomic regions containing the targeted histone modifications. We introduce
the basic idea of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq in Chapter 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, respectively.

1.2.1 ChIP-chip
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) coupled with whole-genome DNA
microarrays (ChIP-chip) allows researchers to determine the entire spectrum of DNA
binding sites for any protein of interest (e.g. a transcription factor, or cofactor) on a
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genome-wide scale [41-44]. Histone modifications can be assayed in a similar way as
the TFs except that, modification-specific antibody (e.g. acetylated histone) is used [13]
in the ChIP procedure described as below.
Many variations of the procedures of ChIP-chip experiments can be found in the
literature. Here, we describe one variation of ChIP-chip (Figure 1-3) [28]:

Step 1: Let proteins bind to DNA: proteins are cross-linked to their cognate binding sites
on DNA with formaldehyde.
Step 2: Chop the DNA sequences into small fragments: sonication is used to break
genomic DNA sequences into small DNA fragments while the proteins are still bound to
DNA. Therefore, among all the chopped DNA fragments, some are bound by proteins,
and the rest are not.
Step 3: Isolate the DNA fragments bound by protein of interest: this is carried out by an
immunoprecipitation step using a specific antibody to the protein.
Step 4: Reverse crosslinks, amplify and label DNA: after reversal of the crosslinks, DNA
fragments are amplified by ligation-mediated polymerase chain reaction (LM-PCR)
[45]. The enriched fragments are labeled with a fluorescent dye (Cy5), and for those not
enriched by the above immunoprecipitation process are labeled with another fluorescent
dye (Cy3).
Step 5: Both enriched and unenriched DNA pools of labeled DNA are hybridized to the
same high-density oligonucleotide arrays (chip).
Step 6: The microarray is then scanned and the log ratio of fluorescence intensities
presents a measure of binding of the protein to that locus.
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Figure 1-3. ChIP-chip protocol

1.2.2 ChIP-seq
In a more recently developed technique, genomic TF binding sites enriched in
the ChIP process can be identified by DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) [46, 47]. The similar
procedure can also be conducted to identify other sequence features, such as regions of
open chromatin (DNase-seq) [48]. Based on the same ChIP process described
previously in section 1.2.1, ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq have very similar protocols. The
only difference is that ChIP-chip uses a microarray to identify where in genomic DNA a
particular protein binds, while ChIP-seq uses a next-generation sequencing (NGS)
instrument. High-throughput sequencing of these fragments generates millions of short
sequence “tags” or “reads” (generally 20 to 50 bp in length) that are subsequently
mapped back to the reference genome. Programs such as ELAND (Cox A.,
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unpublished) and BOWTIE [49] were developed to align these short reads generated by
massively parallel sequencing to the reference genome.
Owing to the current generation of short-read sequencing instruments, ChIP-seq
tags represent only the ends of ChIP fragments. Most programs developed to detect
binding peaks on ChIP-seq data perform some length adjustment to improve the
resolution of binding sites. After the fragment length adjustment, one can recognize
protein binding events by the enriched tag density.
Since ChIP-seq was first reported in 2007, it has now been widely used for many
transcription factors and histone modifications in a variety of organisms [50-52]. The
reasons why ChIP-seq is now more popular than ChIP-chip are that it has a better
signal-to-noise ratio with higher spatial resolution and genomic coverage, resulting in
higher accuracy than ChIP-chip in terms of protein binding site identification. Moreover,
ChIP-seq is not limited by the availability of an organism-specific microarray, and can be
used to analyze almost any species with a sequenced genome.

1.3 Inferring Protein-DNA Binding Events in Silico (Peak-Calling)
In ChIP-chip, the binding signal intensities are obtained from the log ratio
between the ChIP and the reference samples (control). As for ChIP-seq, the binding
signals are from the tag density mapped to the genome. After proper preprocessing,
such as data normalization, tag mapping and length adjustment for ChIP-seq, both ChIP
experiments generate a one-dimensional series of signals across the genome (referred
to as data track). The potential binding events are localized in the regions enriched for
strong signals and will form a peak where the summit is close to the binding site.
Thinking of the ChIP data as a series of data points where each value corresponds to a
genomic position, identification of discrete significantly enriched regions then becomes a
computational task.
Many computational methods have been developed to address the needs for
ChIP-chip [23-28] and ChIP-seq data [29-36]. The simplest approach calls binding peaks
at a pre-specified signal threshold [46]. Most methods perform various statistical models
to access the significance, either by modeling the null hypothesis using pre-defined
distributions (e.g. Poisson [31, 32] or negative binomial [34, 36] for ChIP-seq data) or
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incorporating negative control data if available [53]. However, even with negative control
data, the binding signals can still be noisy due to reasons like poor quality of an
antibody. Moreover, while the weak binding sites may perform different functions from
the strong sites, one common challenge for the existing peak callers is to identify binding
sites with weaker signals. This limitation motivates our work to incorporate relevant
biological information to detect binding peaks.

1.4 Discussion
In this Chapter, we have reviewed the laboratory techniques and existing
computational methods for detecting protein binding events. As the current peak-calling
methods utilize data from a single experiment to detect peaks, we develop a novel
method which uses additional relevant data (such as cofactors or histone features) to
improve the specificity and sensitivity of binding-peaks detection. The complete method
of PASS2 will be described in Chapter 2. By applying PASS2 on real data and a
simulation study, we have shown that incorporating relevant data into the process of
peak-calling can improve the accuracy especially for detecting true binding sites with
weaker signals.
The recent advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies [19]
have enabled scientists to generate ChIP-seq data for different transcription factors and
histone marks across many conditions to study gene regulation process. With the advent
of peak calling methods, researchers are able to detect discrete binding sites for each
protein of interest and compare the binding sites to make a connection to the gene
expression data. However, combining and interpreting the binary results from a single
experiment can be quite inconsistent especially when the approach does not measure
the intensity of underlying protein-DNA interaction. Hence, in Chapter 3, we discuss the
limitations of the existing methods of detecting differential binding and describe our
approach (Cross-CaP) to this task.
As the cost of NGS decreases, more ChIP-seq data is being generated and thus
analyzing this huge amount of data has become a great challenge. One example of such
big data is being generated from the ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) project
[54-56], which was first funded by NHGRI (National Human Genome Research Institute)
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ten years ago once first human genome was sequenced. For the ENCODE project, more
than 30 research groups worldwide participate to generate and analyze the relevant data
on gene regulation in order to discover all functional elements in human genome. To
date, ENCODE has already generated 1,640 data sets on 147 cell lines, and almost all
are from the high-throughput sequencing [2]. While such data has been rapidly
increasing, a future trend is to develop methods to integrate and interpret these data. In
Chapter 4, we apply Cross-CaP to data from 15 different ChIP-seq experiments (each
with 2 replicates) from ENCODE, to demonstrate how data integration can improve our
knowledge about gene regulatory mechanisms. This dissertation describes some initial
efforts to address the needs of integrating data to gain biological insights.
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Chapter 2
PASS2: Single-Condition Peak-Calling
using Relevant Information
With the increasing volume of ChIP-seq data being generated, one challenge is
to develop computational methods that incorporate multiple datasets to get useful
biological insights. In this chapter, we describe one novel computational approach
(PASS2) to detect TF binding occupancy using ChIP data. We compare its performance
with other existing methods which utilize no supporting information [23, 27, 28] and show
that the proposed method improves the performance of peak calling after incorporating
supporting tracks. We show that the gain of power is an increasing function with respect
to the absolute correlation between the protein binding data and the supporting data. By
simulation, we demonstrate that our method detected up to an additional 20% true peaks
that were missed by conventional methods. Besides simulation, we present an
application using real datasets from a mouse erythroid regulation study in Chapter 2.3.

2.1 Motivation
Understanding the association between protein occupancy and the target gene’s
expression is essential to study the mechanism of gene regulation. The first step is to
identify the protein binding sites in the genome. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
technologies coupled with microarray hybridization (ChIP-chip) or parallel DNA
sequencing (ChIP-seq) enable the identification of transcription factor binding sites in
vivo in the genome-wide scale. Many peak-calling methods have been developed to
detect transcription factor occupancy using these datasets [23-36].
Gene regulation commonly involves interaction among DNA, proteins, and
biochemical conditions. Certain histone modifications may also play crucial roles in
regulatory mechanisms [14, 57-60]. An attractive approach is to incorporate biologically
relevant data, such as protein co-occupancy, to improve the power of protein binding
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detection. Therefore, the binding potential of a target transcription factor can be partially
learned from the co-binding proteins and features that jointly participate in a regulatory
module within the cell. Followed this idea, we developed a novel yet rigorous method
(PASS2) that accounts for the co-binding information and relevant biological features to
detect DNA occupancy of a target protein from ChIP data [61]. Without assuming
distributions of the related biological features, which we call supporting tracks, we first
use a logistic regression model to describe the correlation between the binding of the
target protein and the supporting tracks. The output is the probability of each position
being potentially occupied by the target protein, predicted by the supporting tracks. We
then introduce a varying threshold method to call significant peaks from the ChIP data of
interest, where the threshold for each probe is adjusted by its predicted probability of
protein binding.
GATA1 is a protein plays a role in erythroid development by regulating the switch
of fetal hemoglobin to adult hemoglobin [62]. Using simulation studies and real datasets
of GATA1 binding in a mouse erythroid regulation study [63], we show that the proposed
method can identify many more GATA1 binding sites than using the target ChIP data
alone, when the FDR (False Discovery Rate) [64] is controlled at a common level. Our
study shows that the proposed framework is robust with respect to irrelevant supporting
data added to the model. The additional binding sites detected by incorporating the
related biological features are potentially real GATA1 binding sites, many of which are
either experimentally verified or enriched near RefSeq Genes [62]. To our best
knowledge, the proposed method is the only algorithm that incorporates multiple sources
of information in peak calling to improve the power of detecting weak protein binding
signals, and simultaneously, our method controls a user-specified false positive level
adjusting for millions of correlated comparisons.

2.2 Methods
We assume the ChIP data of interest and the supporting tracks are generated by
independent experiments. We first map all tracks of data onto a common coordinate
represented by tiling probes. Here, we use the term “probe” to represent a short genomic
interval (100 bp or less) that corresponds to the probes used in ChIP-chip experiments.
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A probe for ChIP-seq experiments and for other types of data can be arbitrarily defined.
To convert each track of data into probe statistics, we calculate a standardized value (ti)
at each probe i by taking the average value of the original data (xj) within the probe
interval, and dividing the average value by its standard deviation. The standard deviation
is calculated as the standard deviation () of all data in the track divided by the square
root of the number of data points (w) within the probe interval:

ti 
For

1
/ w

x

j

/w

(2-1)

j  probi

computational efficiency and model robustness,

we further apply

discretization
methods to convert the continuous values of supporting tracks into ordinal

bins. We then apply a logistic regression model to compute the binding probability of
each probe being occupied by the target protein, using the binned supporting data as
predictors, and a list of known or highly probable binary binding sites of the protein as
the response. We use permutation to evaluate the relevance of supporting tracks, and
we discard insignificant tracks. We finally calculate a probe-specific threshold for each
probe according to the calculated binding probabilities. We use the probe-specific
thresholds to call significant peaks from the ChIP data of interest. A flow chart of PASS2
is shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. Flow Chart of PASS2.

2.1.1 Data Discretization
To efficiently represent a large number of unique values generated by the
genome-wide arrays, we categorized continuous values of supporting tracks into bins to
reduce the size of data matrix. Binning data also improves the robustness of binding site
prediction by reducing the effects of extreme values in the supporting data. We applied
different discretization techniques and compared their effects on the performance of
peak calling. Unsupervised discretization methods such as equal-width or equalfrequency methods, and clustering algorithms, require a specified number of bins for
discretization. We evaluated the performance of unsupervised methods using different
number of bins. We also applied an entropy-based discretization method that utilizes the
known binding sites in a supervised manner to determine an optimal number of bins and
assignment of bins based on information content maximization [65]. The discretization
methods are summarized as followed:
(1) Equal-Width and Equal-Freq Method: let k denote the number of bins, the
Equal-Width method partitions the range of continuous values into k intervals of equal
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width. The Equal-Freq method, on the other hand, assigns an approximately equal
number of continuous values in each bin.
(2) Clustering Method: a k-means clustering algorithm is used to assign all
continuous values into k bins. For k=2, the minimum and the maximum values in a
supporting track are used as the cluster centroids. For k>2, the initial k cluster centroids
are the values, including the minimum and maximum values, that partition the data into
(k-1) bins of equal width.
(3) Entropy Method: given a sorted array of continuous values S and a
corresponding array of binding status of the target protein, the method finds a best cut
point T that partitions the range of S into two non-overlapping intervals. A cut point T is
the midpoint between two contiguous data points in the sorted array. For each candidate
cut point T, the data are divided into two subsets on each side of T. The class entropy of
a subset Sj, where “class” refers to the binding status, is defined as
c

Ent ( S j )    pi log 2 pi

(2-2)

i 1

Here, c denotes the number of classes (c=2), and pi denotes the proportion of
data points in Sj that belong to class i. The entropy of a bi-partition of S at cut point T is
then defined as the weighted average of the class entropies of subset S1 and S2:

Ent(S,T) 

S1
S
Ent(S1)  2 Ent(S2 )
S
S

(2-3)

where |S| denotes the size of array S. The partition that minimizes Ent(S,T) over
all cut points T is selected as the best partition.



Define the information gain of a partition at cut point T as
Gain(S,T)=Ent(S)-Ent(S,T) (2-4)

Our goal is to find a best split of data that maximizes the information gain. The
algorithm is applied recursively within each partitioned interval to find sub-partitions, until
some stopping criteria are satisfied. The algorithm uses the minimum description length
(MDL) as a criterion for accepting or rejecting a given partition. The partition by a cut
point T is accepted if and only if Gain(S’,T) > MDL(S’), where MDL(S’) is calculated as
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MDL(S') 



log 2 (| S'| 1) log 2 (3k  2)  kEnt(S')  k1 Ent(S1 ')  k2 Ent(S2 ')

| S'|
| S'|

(2-5)

Here, S1’ and S2’ denote a best bipartition of S’, and k, k1, k2 (=1 or 2) denote the

number of distinct classes in S’, S1 and S2, respectively. The algorithm stops when no
more partitions satisfying the MDL constraints can be found.
The supporting tracks were binned individually while running the above four
discretization methods. To use the entropy-based discretization, each track of data was
sorted, and a list of known or predicted binding sites was mapped to the probe
coordinate and used as the class label c of each data point. We only evaluated the cut
points at the boundary between two classes (boundary of binding sites), because the cut
point T that minimizes the average class entropy Ent(S,T) is always a value between two
data points of different classes in a sorted array [65].

2.1.2 Prediction of Potential Binding
To combine information from the supporting tracks and predict the binding
locations of a target protein, we fit a logistic regression model between a vector of binary
indicators Y=(Y1,Y2…Yn) denoting the known binding status of the target protein at n
probes, and a data matrix X of m supporting tracks. Each column of X, denoted by Xi =
(Xi1, Xi2 ... Xin)’, contains the converted bin values of the ith supporting track at n probes,
for i=1…m. The vector Y can be constructed from experimentally verified binding events,
previous studies of the target protein occupancy, or computationally detected sites from
the current ChIP data at a stringent threshold. When computationally detecting binding
sites as the responses in training data, a stringent FDR should be controlled so that the
fitted regression model will not be strongly biased towards false positives. We suggest
using a FDR no larger than the FDR allowed at the end of peak-calling. For example, if
10% FDR is allowed at final peak calling, then the initial peak-calling for training should
be controlled at 10% FDR. The rationale is that, even if training peaks are false
positives, they are still allowed at final peak calling.
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We model the binding events Y of the target protein at n probes as independent
Bernoulli random events with parameter , where  denotes an n-dim vector of binding
probabilities. We model as a function of supporting tracks X via a logistic link function
as
m
 π 
log
  0   i X i
1- π 
i 1

(2-6)

and hence

1

p(Y  1 | X )  π 

m

1 e

 0   i X i

(2-7)

i 1

where β0 denotes the baseline binding coefficient and βi denotes the additional
effect of binding contributed by the supporting data Xi.
The parameters β = (β0,...,βm) were estimated by maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE). Since the data points are generally correlated, we used permutation test to
evaluate the empirical significance of the effect of each supporting track Xi, and we
removed insignificant tracks from the model at 0.01 significance level.

2.1.3 Varying Thresholds for Peak Calling
Given the effects  of supporting tracks, we can calculate a vector  of binding
probabilities of the target protein at all probes in the ChIP data. We use the same
notation  to denote the binding probability of probes in the ChIP data, for which
significant peaks are to be called, where the  used in the previous section
corresponds to the training probes that are used to fit the logistic regression model.
We generalized the original PASS algorithm [27] to utilize the binding information
predicted by the supporting tracks. By default, we assume that the probe values in the
ChIP data have been standardized to follow a normal distribution at unbound regions. A
probe (or a window of probes) is called statistically significant if its statistic (or the
average statistic of a window) is above a threshold. Intuitively, if a probe has a higher
probability to be occupied, we may reduce its peak-calling threshold so that the probe is
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easier to be called and hence reduce the chance of false negatives. The key is to
choose the probe-specific thresholds according to the predicted binding probabilities of
probes, and at the same time control the overall number of false positives at a userspecified level.
The difficulty of controlling the overall false positive rate in peak calling arises
from the fact that the probe values are locally strongly correlated. The original PASS
algorithm [27] uses a de-clumping method to compensate the positive correlations
among probes, such that the total number of false positives after de-clumping can be
simply computed as a summation of the false positive rate of individual probes. We
slightly modified the de-clumping method as follows: we now call a probe significant if
and only if its statistic is above a threshold and is the maximum among probes within its
neighborhood. As a result, for all probes within any local interval, at most one probe can
be called significant (assuming no ties) under this rule, and hence the positive
correlation among probes is compensated. All theoretical treatments stated in the
original PASS paper [27] still hold true under this new de-clumping scheme. Ignoring
local interference of negative correlations created by de-clumping, and based on the fact
that a probe being significant by chance is rare, we can approximate the expected total
number of false positives in the entire ChIP data by summing over the false positive rate
of individual probes. It further holds true that the family-wise error rate (FWER) of peak
calling, with or without de-clumping, remain unchanged [27], and hence our method can
control both family-wise error rate and FDR.
To utilize the predicted binding probabilities, and to control the overall number of
false positives at a desired level , we choose probe-specific thresholds as follows. For
each probe i, we calculate a threshold ti such that probe i has probability i=min(1,

i||) to be a false positive by chance after de-clumping, where || denotes to the
summation of elements in . This can be done by calculating the significance of a range
of thresholds at probe i, using the importance-sampling algorithm proposed in PASS
[27]. We then use interpolation to compute ti that yields i.
To use the varying thresholds ti in peak calling, we call a probe significant
(occupied by the protein) if its test statistics is greater than or equal to ti and is the
maximum within its neighborhood (500bp by default). The expected total number of false
positives of all probes can therefore be approximated as
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i  i  i min(1,  i / |  |)  i  i / |  |   



(2-8)





As a result, we can control the overall number of false positive calls at a user-

defined level . At the same time, we gain a substantial amount of power in detecting
genuine protein binding sites by using a liberal threshold at probes that are likely to be
occupied, as suggested by the supporting data. To control family-wise error rate at level

FWER, we let =-log(1-FWER) and calculate varying thresholds with respect to at
individual probes. To control FDR at  level, we use a step-down approach as follows: 1)
start at =, we calculate the varying thresholds and report all peaks passing the
thresholds; 2) we increase  to =k, where k denotes the total number of peaks
detected in previous iterations, and we recalculate the varying thresholds and call more
peaks; and 3) we repeat step 2 until no more peaks can be found.

2.1.4 Real Datasets
In addition to simulation study, we also apply PASS2 on the real datasets in the
next section (2.3).The target ChIP data and the supporting data are generated from the
same mouse erythroid cell line with restoration of GATA1 function (G1E-ER4). We
applied our method to two real target tracks separately (one ChIP-chip data and one
ChIP-seq data) to detect GATA1 occupancy in the mouse genome using the same
supporting tracks and compared the results.

Target Tracks
GATA1 is a transcription factor that regulates erythroid genes. The ChIP-chip
data was obtained from a hybridized GATA1 ChIP sample to the NimbleGen HD2 tiling
array for the mouse genome (mm8 assembly). The ChIP-seq data was obtained from a
different GATA1 biological sample sequenced by Illumina GAII technology, with 23
million 36bp reads uniquely mapped to the mouse genome (mm8 assembly) [63].
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Supporting Tracks
We further obtained 4 additional datasets that are related with GATA1 binding
[66] and are used as supporting tracks: (1) DNase-seq open chromatin data from F-Seq
[29, 48]; (2) ChIP-seq data of TAL1 (also known as SCL) that often co-binds with GATA1,
LDB1, and LMO2 to form a multi-protein complex [67]; (3) ChIP-seq data of
trimethylation of lysine 4 of histone H3 (H3K4me3) associated with active promoters [1215, 59, 60], 2007); and (4) ChIP-seq data of trimethylation of histone H3K27 (H3k27me3)
associated with down-regulation [57-59]. The data tracks used in this study contained
883,758 probes in a previously reported 66-Mb region on mouse chromosome 7. This
region contains a large number of experimentally verified GATA1 binding sites [68], and
hence servers as a good example to demonstrate our method.
The ChIP-seq data contained discrete counts of short reads mapped to
consecutive positions in the genome. To apply our method, we converted the GATA1
ChIP-seq read counts to probe statistics as follows: (1) calculate the sum of read counts
according to a defined probe coordinate; (2) with top 1% probes of large read counts
removed, model the background distribution of read counts by a negative binomial
distribution, NB(r,p), and estimate the two parameters p and r by maximum likelihood
estimation; (3) compute the p-value of each probe from the assumed background
distribution and converted the p-values to z-scores. Our method allows the user to
specify the probe size and “tiling” resolution. In general, larger distance between probes
(e.g. 100bp) may lose ChIP-seq signals and therefore reduce the power of peak
detection. Conversely, smaller distance between probes (e.g. 1bp) will not compromise
mapping resolution, but could be computationally intensive. Probe size should not be too
small so that it contains enough tag counts. By default, we use a probe size of 30 bp
tiled at every 30 bp distance for ChIP-seq data, and we recommend using a window of
2-5 probes to call peaks. Users can change these values in our program.

Validation Data
To evaluate the peaks detected by our method in real data analysis, we
constructed a positive set of 99 true GATA1 occupied segments validated by qPCR in
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G1E-ER4 cells in a previous study [69]. The ChIP data used to identify those 99
validated peaks (VPs) was different from the ChIP-chip HD2 data analyzed in this paper,
and hence the VPs do not necessarily show strong signals in our HD2 data. In fact, we
observed that the ChIP-chip HD2 intensity of the 99 VPs ranged from 0.32 to 4.07,
where the entire ChIP-chip HD2 signals ranged from -5.76 to 4.07. The wide range of
signals observed from the VPs provides us a good reference set to evaluate our method.
We further partitioned the VPs into 3 groups: (1) high VPs: 53 true sites with
probe intensities >2 in ChIP-chip HD2 data; (2) medium VPs: 24 true sites with probe
intensities between 1.5 and 2; and (3) low VPs: 22 true sites with probe intensities <1.5.
We also constructed a negative set of 83 false positive binding sites (FPs) that failed the
previous validation of qPCR [68, 69]. Some of these 83 FPs, however, showed large
signals in our ChIP-chip HD2 data and hence may be weak GATA1 binding sites. In
addition to those positive and negative validation peaks, we also compared our results
with results obtained using existing methods on the same ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq data
[63].

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Simulation Study
We first performed simulation study to evaluate the power and the robustness of
our method. We generated random ChIP-chip data containing 883,758 probes, among
which 300 randomly selected probes corresponded to protein binding sites. For probes
at the binding and non-binding sites, we simulated the probe intensities from a normal
distribution with mean 8 and 0, respectively, and variance 1. To further introduce
correlation among probes, each probe value was replaced by a weighted average within
its 500 bp window, calculated as

xi*  { j:d (i , j )  250bp} x j w j /

2
w
{ j:d (i, j )250bp} j

(2-9)
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where w=1 when i=j, w=0.8 when d(i,j)<=125bp, and w=0.4 when d(i,j) >125bp.

The signals in the simulated data ranged from -5.28 to 8.13 with mean 0.0046
and variance 1.02. This is comparable with the ChIP-chip HD2 data (ranged from -11.77
to 8.29 after normalization). Since the simulated binding sites were randomly placed,
they were independent with the 4 supporting tracks. We therefore can evaluate the
impact of using irrelevant supporting tracks in peak calling. In particular, we did not
remove the unrelated supporting tracks when calculating the binding probabilities, and
we checked whether using the irrelevant information can increase the number of false
positives by our method. We used the Equal-Freq method to discretize each supporting
data into k=7 bins, and we called significant peaks at 10% FDR level. We further
compared our method with an existing method, MPeak [28] (trimming p-value set at 1e05) on the same datasets.

Figure 2-2. Comparison of FDRs in 10 simulated datasets. Our method with and without
using supporting tracks (prior) is controlled at 10% FDR level. We cannot specify FDR
level for MPeak.

As shown in Figure 2-2, the estimated FDR (# false positives / # detected peaks)
level of our method was accurately controlled at the specified 10% level, and the FDR
level remained invariant before and after incorporating irrelevant supporting information.
In each simulated dataset, our method detected an average of 240 (out of 300) true
peaks. As we expected, the number of peaks detected before and after using irrelevant
data remained almost unchanged (first column in Figure 2-3). This result indicates that
our method can accurately control false positives with and without using additional
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information, and the method is robust to irrelevant data added to the model. In
comparison, MPeak reported an average of 210 peaks per dataset, among which only
135 were true peaks, pertaining to ~36% false positives.
We next evaluated the power of our method by introducing correlation between
the binding sites and the supporting data. Out of 300 binding sites in each simulation
study, x% binding sites were randomly placed at locations of previously identified
GATA1 binding sites from real GATA1 ChIP-chip HD2 data [63]. The remaining (100x)% binding sites were placed at random locations. We varied x from 0% to 100% with a
20% increment. For each x value, we generated 10 ChIP-chip datasets using the
method described above. Since the 4 supporting tracks were significantly correlated with
GATA1 binding, they were correlated with the simulated binding sites at varying levels.
We applied our method to each simulated dataset, with insignificant supporting
features removed by permutations, except for x = 0% and we called significant peaks at
10% FDR level. As shown in Figure 2-3A, we observed that the actual FDR level for
each simulated datasets remained around 10% or less at varying concordance levels.
As shown in Figure 2-3B, after incorporating supporting features in peak calling, our
method detected many more (up to an additional 20%) true peaks that were missed by
conventional methods. The gain of power is an increasing function with respect to the
absolute correlation between the protein binding data and the supporting data.
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Figure 2-3. (A) FDR and (B) detection power comparison of our method before (black)
and after (colored) using supporting tracks at different levels of concordance. Box-plot of
10 datasets at each concordance level is shown.

2.3.2 Performance of Discretization Methods
We first evaluated the impacts of discretization methods on peak calling. We
conducted independent peak-calling experiments on the ChIP-chip HD2 data using
various discretization methods on the 4 supporting tracks. We first ran the PASS
program [27] to detect peaks at 10% FDR level. We then fit the output to a logistic
regression model with the 4 supporting tracks as covariates. The following methods
were used to discretize the supporting data: 1) round each probe value to the nearest
integer (Round); 2) calculate the average value (ti) of a 1000bp window of each probe
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and round the value to integer (SmoothRound); 3) use the 4 methods (Equal-Width,
Equal-Freq, Clustering, and Entropy) described in section 2.1.1.
As shown in Figure 2-4, when evaluated at the same FDR level, Entropy and
Equal-Freq outperformed other methods in terms of the number of detected peaks,
medium VPs, and peaks overlapping with previously identified ChIP-seq peaks [63].
Equal-Width performed the worst, but still slightly outperformed the conventional
method. The results of Round, SmoothRound, and Clustering were better than the
conventional method, but worse than Entropy and Equal-Freq methods. Our results
indicated that a proper choice of discretization method is important, as it have significant
impacts on peak-calling results.

Figure 2-4. Comparison of peak-calling performance using 6 different discretization
methods on supporting tracks: Equal-Width, Equal-Freq, Clustering (k=2~8), Entropy,
Round, and SmoothRound. The traditional peak-calling method without using supporting
tracks (No prior) is shown as a comparison. Plot (A) shows the total number of detected
peaks; (B) shows the total number of detected true peaks with medium intensity (1.52.0); (C) shows the total number of detected peaks overlapping with previously identified
ChIP-seq peaks.
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Table 2-1. Predicted GATA1 binding sites enrichment in true binding regions, RefSeq
Gene and DNase-hypersensitive site.

Table 2-2. Estimated effects and p-values of the supporting tracks.

2.3.3 Novel Peaks Detected by PASS2
By incorporating the 4 GATA1-related supporting tracks, we identified a total of
125 novel GATA1 binding sites, of which 66 sites were identified from the ChIP-chip data
and 63 sites were identified from the ChIP-seq data (Table 2-1). Before using supporting
tracks, 14 out of 24 VPs with medium intensity were detected by the original PASS
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program at 10% FDR level. Two additional VPs with medium intensity lied within 400bp
of the PASS detected peaks. After using supporting data, our method captured 4 (out of
the remaining 8) more VPs with medium intensity. The other 4 missing VPs were hard to
detect from the ChIP-chip HD2 data and were also missed by the previous ChIP-chip
analysis [63]. They were only detected from the ChIP-seq data [63].
For VPs of high intensity in the ChIP-chip data, our method with and without
using supporting tracks performed equally: 51 out of 53 VPs overlapped with our
detected peaks. For VPs of weak intensity, none were detected by our method with or
without using supporting tracks. From the ChIP-seq data, however, we detected 13 VPs
(60%) of low intensity. Although we found more GATA1 binding sites from the ChIP-seq
data than from the ChIP-chip data, it is worthy of noting that the true peaks found in
ChIP-chip data were not completely captured by the ChIP-seq data, and vice versa.
To further evaluate the novel peaks found by the supporting tracks, we compared
our results with peaks found in a previous study [63]. Of the 66 additional ChIP-chip
peaks, 50% (33/66) overlapped with the previously identified ChIP-seq peaks, 65%
(43/66) overlapped with 38 RefSeq Genes. Similar results were observed in the 63
additional ChIP-seq peaks. We also compared our results with MPeak [28] and
TAMALPAIS [23]. The two programs, however, do not directly provide FDR control. For
MPeak, we used its p-value in the output to compute FDR assuming independence
between tests. At 10% FDR threshold, MPeak detected 147 peaks when their p-value
cutoff is around 1.6e-05. For TAMALPAIS, we used the most stringent threshold (L1)
and detected 139 peaks. Compared to PASS2, MPeak and TAMALPAIS (L1) were both
conservative.
For the effects of the 4 supporting tracks, as shown in Table 2-2, the open
chromatin, H3k4me3, and TAL1 all had positive effects on GATA1 binding, where
H3K27me3 as a repressor had negative effect on GATA1 binding. We observed that the
effect of the open chromatin data and the GATA1 binding status in the ChIP-chip was
different from that in the ChIP-seq data. The inconsistency may be attributable to the
difference in noise levels and the bias in ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq experiments.
Among the 554 ChIP-seq peaks that were originally detected by PASS, three
peaks were redefined by our method at shifted nearby locations (Figure 2-5A). The raw
ChIP-seq data around the 3 sites showed double-peak distributions. As suggested by
the supporting data, the new binding sites defined by PASS2 were more likely to be
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occupied by GATA1. We show in Figure 2-5B one example of the novel peaks found by
our method. The GATA1 occupied segment in this region was validated by qPCR and
had a max ChIP-chip intensity of 1.77. The region, however, was missed by a previous
study using both ChIP-chip HD2 data and ChIP-seq data [63]. The original PASS
program also missed this region. This GATA1 occupied segment is located within gene
Tjp1, which is depleted of H3K27me3 but enriched with open chromatin and H3K4me3
signals. After incorporating the related feature tracks, we recovered this true GATA1
binding site using the proposed method.

Figure 2-5. (A) Venn diagram of the ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq peaks identified with and
without the supporting tracks. (B) An example of a novel GATA1 occupied segment
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within Tjp1 identified by our method. It was missed by previous HD2 ChIP-chip and
ChIP-seq analysis [63]. This region also shows depleted H3K27me3 and enriched
H3K4me3 signals. Horizontal black lines indicate signal means.

2.4 Discussion
We introduced a new statistical method to improve the power of detecting protein
binding in ChIP data by combining additional biological features. The proposed method
not only improves the sensitivity of peak calling than traditional methods, but also
precisely controls a user-specified level of false positive rate or FDR. The additional sites
detected by our method are those regions with medium or low binding signals, which
cannot pass the genome-wide statistical significance control. After taking into account of
the correlation between the binding sites and biologically related supporting features,
regions coincide with strong supporting signals will become detectable by our method.
Using both simulation and real data analysis, we observed that our method can
effectively detect 20% more true binding sites than traditional peak-calling methods.
Under all scenarios we tested, our method also precisely controlled the proportion of
false positive calls at 10% FDR level. We further observed that the proposed method is
robust to irrelevant data tracks added to the model.
Our method does not assume any distributions on the supporting data, neither it
attempts to estimate data distributions empirically. Such assumptions and estimation
procedures may introduce unwanted bias and uncertainty in peak calling. Our method is
flexible to incorporate any types of biological information that overlap with the ChIP
regions. By converting continuous data into bins, the binding probabilities computed from
our logistic regression model will be robust to outliers and extreme values. Our analysis
showed that a proper discretization method applied to supporting tracks can also have
significant impact on peak calling results. Instead of applying discretization to individual
supporting tracks (univariate discretization), multivariate discretization methods that take
into account of the interaction among features could be used to capture the missing
patterns from univariate approaches [70].
The real data analysis we performed in this study was based on ChIP-chip data
and a ChIP-seq data in 66-Mb region on the mouse chromosome 7. This region
contained a substantial amount of GATA1 and TAL1 binding sites compared to other
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regions [68]. This is a focal region for investigating the interaction between proteins and
is a best region to test our method. We used GATA1 peaks detected at a stringent
threshold to train the model parameters to avoid using many false positives in fitting the
logistic regression model. It is possible that the fitted regression model may be biased
towards strong binding sites. The underlying assumption of our method, therefore, is that
the fitted model from strong peaks will have predictive power to weak binding sites. The
worst scenario will occur when weak binding sites have completely opposite supporting
data distribution compared to that of strong binding sites, in which case the fitted
regression model will predict against the weak binding sites. This is a common issue that
will occur to all methods that rely on training data, if the training data and the testing data
are heterogeneous. In our method, we attempted to alleviate this problem by repeating
the process of peak-calling, fitting regression, and peak-calling again, iteratively, such
that if weak binding sites are detected at some iteration, their information will be included
in the training of regression model, and a new iteration of peak-calling will be applied.
The novel peaks found by our method was a set of candidate peaks of weaker binding
events. It is still unclear whether the binding strength of a transcription factor can affect
gene regulation. The weak peaks detected by our method therefore provide a source of
information for investigating this association. The logistical regression model we fitted in
this region can be further applied to predict genome-wide GATA1 occupancy.
There are currently a large number of computational methods developed for
detecting protein-DNA interactions in ChIP experiments. Most methods did not provide a
rigorous means to control false positive detections. The PASS algorithm [27] solved this
problem in the context of correlated multiple comparisons. The detected statistically
significant binding intervals, however, may not correspond well to the real biological
binding sites. The method proposed in this study attempts to improve both sensitivity
and specificity of peak calling by incorporating biologically related information. The
proposed framework is flexible in terms of accommodating various types of data as
supporting tracks, and is also flexible in terms of the methods used at each step of the
algorithm. Instead of using a logistic regression model to predict binding of the target
protein, statistical or machine-learning classifiers can be used to measure the potential
of protein binding at each probe from the supporting data. We then fit the predicted
binding potentials into the varying threshold framework to determine probe-specific
thresholds.
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With the advance of next generation sequencing technologies, researchers are
now able to generate a huge amount of data of various biological features of interest,
including ChIP data for multiple transcription factors, histone modifications, and RNAseq [71]. These feature tracks are usually highly correlated and jointly provide valuable
information for answering some of the fundamental questions in gene regulation. The
proposed method is an example of integrating such information to increase the power
and specificity in peak detection.
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Chapter 3
Cross-CaP: Comprehensive Detection of
Binding Features across Conditions and
Proteins
Consideration of computational approaches designed specifically to compare
multiple ChIP data is still very limited, we propose a systematic approach (Cross-CaP) to
address the needs. We demonstrate that the proposed method can simultaneously
detect regulatory events across conditions and meanwhile pinpoint

potential

differential/condition-specific regulatory regions. The method is general and can be
applied to any ChIP data across different conditions, while at the same time,
incorporating the combinatorial effects from multiple transcription factors. In this Chapter,
we first discuss the limitations of the existing methods. Next, we describe the detailed
Cross-CaP methodology, and compare its performance to other existing methods
(ANOVA, MANOVA, DIME [72]) by simulation study. We show the complete application
of Cross-CaP using real datasets from human ENCODE in the next chapter.

3.1 Motivation
Massively parallel second generation sequencing technologies applied to DNA
samples enables genome-wide mapping of regulatory elements and epigenetic features
at high resolution. The amount of sequencing data has been rapidly increasing and
analyzing such huge amount of data has become a great challenge. To identify proteinDNA binding occupancy, many computational methods have been developed to make
binary presence-absence calls in a single condition [30, 33, 35, 53]. Many studies have
then utilized these methods to study gene regulatory mechanisms. Common approaches
used by these studies usually include the following two steps: (1) obtaining the binary
binding calls from multiple relevant datasets and (2) either use the binary calls [66, 73] or
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existing statistical methods (e.g. ANOVA) [74] to study differential or condition-specific
binding within regions of merged binding peaks.
Although the binary calls of different proteins, such as transcription factors (TFs),
have been shown to aid the study in gene regulation, such an approach is overly
simplified and does not measure the intensity of underlying protein-DNA interaction.
While many computational methods for identifying binding regions are limited to
analyzing one condition at a time [3], several studies have proposed methods to better
quantifying binding variations across conditions [72, 74-78]. Instead of comparing the
binary binding peaks, Kasowski et al. have used pairwise ANOVA to study the genomewide binding strengths of POL2 and NFkappaB between each pair of the 10 individuals
at merged binding regions [74]. Taslim et al. have developed a R-package (DIME) that
takes normalized differences of ChIP-seq counts as input and used a finite mixture
model (non-differential, negative/positive differential) to identify genes with differential
binding for a specific protein in two conditions [72, 77]. In consideration of the limitation
of pairwise comparison, DBChIP was recently developed to allow comparisons across
multiple conditions for a single feature [76]. The method first clusters nearby predicted
binding sites into consensus sites across multiple conditions, and then uses a
generalized linear model with Negative Binominal distribution to detect differential
binding across samples.
Existing methods have several limitations. First, when there are no or very few
replicates of the experimental data, it is difficult for methods such as, ANOVA/MANOVA,
to obtain good estimates of the heterogeneous variances of noises across the genome,
which then reduces the sensitivity for detecting the binding difference. Secondly, current
methods for detecting differential binding are mostly limited to two-sample comparisons
[72, 78, 79]. As the number of conditions increases, the pairwise comparison approach
will become computationally expensive. Also, combining and interpreting the data from
the pairwise results can be quite inconsistent and statistically inefficient. Thirdly, several
methods for calling differential binding only consider one factor of interest at a time [76].
Biologically, however, protein-DNA interactions are often correlated across regulators.
Combined patterns of signals for different TFs and epigenetic marks can provide many
more insights towards understanding the regulatory mechanisms in cells. Yet few
computational methods have been utilizing the interaction information across features on
detecting binding events. A most recent method, jMOSAiC [80], can jointly analyze
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multiple features in multiple samples. Yet, it internally partitions signals into presence
and absence, and hence only detects qualitative variations.
It is strongly desirable to develop a more comprehensive approach to detect
binding events and quantify protein-DNA interactions across multiple experimental
conditions and regulatory factors using next generation sequencing data. A major
challenge in synergizing and comparing multiple tracks of data lies in the data
complexity

and

heterogeneity.

Multiple

datasets

may

consist

of

quantitative

measurements across the genome with or without replicates on very different regulators
(e.g. TFs, epigenetic marks, hereafter referred to as features or factors) in multiple
conditions. It is challenging yet urgently needed to develop a systematic, powerful and
flexible method for simultaneous integration and comparison of ChIP-seq data from
multiple regulatory factors in multiple conditions.

3.2 Methods
We propose a unified approach called Cross-CaP (Cross Conditions and
Proteins) to identify and quantify protein binding variations by treating multiple tracks of
features sequenced in multiple conditions or cell lines as multivariate samples. CrossCaP uses locally weighted smoothing to estimate the heterogeneous variances of noises
in the data, such that it is free from the constant variance assumption and can be
generalized even without replicates.
Assuming data tracks are properly normalized for comparison, Cross-CaP
utilizes a three-step log-likelihood ratio test to 1) jointly identify genome-wide binding
regions of multiple factors in multiple conditions, such that a detected region has at least
one factor binding in at least one condition; 2) detect regions with significant binding
variations in at least one factor across conditions; and 3) classify the detected genomic
regions into condition-specific regulation loci. Figure 3-1 shows the flow chart of CrossCaP’s utility (see Appendix B for user’s manual). This Chapter describes the detailed
Cross-CaP methodology including parameter estimation and the three-step loglikelihood ratio test. The complete application including data-preprocessing steps and
downstream analysis will be described in the next Chapter.
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The proposed method does not rely on calling the pre-computed binary binding
peaks in each condition. Instead, without prior knowledge of where the protein binds to,
the method scans across the genome and identifies common, differential as well as
condition-specific binding regions across conditions and proteins. While existing
approaches for detecting condition-specific binding rely mainly on binary binding calls,
Cross-CaP detects condition-specific binding using quantitative values.

Figure 3-1. Flow chart of Cross-CaP’s utility.

3.2.1 Mathematical Notations
In order to detect common and differential binding in different factors across
multiple cell lines or conditions, we propose three log likelihood ratio tests (LRT) under
asymptotic multivariate normality assumption. For notation consistency, we use
lowercase/uppercase bold letters to denote vectors and matrices, respectively, and we
use uppercase regular letters for constants.
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Let

denote a C by P data matrix (Figure 3-2)

containing log2-transformed densities after proper normalization in C cell lines with P
variables, for cell line j = 1 ... C, variable p = 1 ... P, and windows i = 1 ... N across the
genome (C2, P1). For each cell line j in window i, the row vector
factors with R replicates (K1, R1), and therefore

has length P = K*R and is

represented as
that each vector

consists of K

. We assume
follow a P-dim multivariate normal distribution,

with a cell-type specific mean
1 … C. The mean vector

and a covariance matrix

in the ith window, for j =

has a restriction that the means of replicates of the same

factors are identical. We first estimate

along with

under some null

hypotheses. We then use log-likelihood ratio tests to detect potential common and
differential regulatory binding regions across the genome.

Figure 3-2. Matrix representation of multivariate ChIP-seq data
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3.2.2 Estimating the Covariance Matrix
To obtain the covariance matrix for cell line j in window i, we first estimate a celltype specific (but not window specific) correlation matrix

, which is a P by P matrix that

captures potential relationships between different factors and replicates. Let

denote

the N by P data matrix in cell line j in all genomic windows. We want to compute
, where
binding). Since

denotes a data matrix from genomic background (e.g. no

contains a mixture of binding and non-binding data and our first task is

to identify binding regions, estimating background
is unknown. Directly estimate

by

from

is not straightforward when

will lead to bias, because the binding

signals can greatly inflate the correlation between factors/replicates. Instead, we
estimate

in the following way:

Assume that

, where m denotes an unknown vector of the means of

binding signals, independent of genomic background. We have

(3-1)

Since m is unknown, we estimate m by

, which is an N by P matrix containing

the mean of each factor across cell lines (the mean is identical within replicates for each
TF). As a result, we obtain

(3-2)

and then we compute
are available,

by standardizing

. On the other hand, if input controls

can be obtained directly from the controls.

Given the correlation matrix

, we next compute the window-specific covariance

matrix, which we assume to be a function of window means. We define the covariance
matrix for cell line j in window i as

(3-3)
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where

denotes a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal entries are the

estimated standard deviations for the P variables specific to window i. We denote the
diagonal entries as

(3-4)

To estimate the standard deviation

for each of the P variables in cell line j,

we assume that the variances of replicates of the same factor are identical, and thus
estimating

for variables p = 1… P reduces to estimating

for factors k = 1 …K.

For each factor k in each cell line j, we calculated the replicate mean
unbiased estimate of the variance

and the

of replicates in each window i. Due to possible

correlation between replicates, the commonly used sample variance estimator may
under estimate the true variance. Instead, we used the following de-correlated values to
estimate the replicate variance

:

Chol(

Here

is a vector of length R and

)

(3-5)

denotes a sub-correlation matrix for

replicates of factor k in cell line j, obtained from the full correlation matrix

. Chol()

denotes a function of Cholesky decomposition.
We fitted a LOESS (locally weighted regression) curve [81] to the (

,

)

pair of all windows using the same LOESS setting described previously in the
normalization section. The fitted smooth curve represents a function between replicate
mean and variance. At each window i, we estimated
value given by the curve at
generate

by the square root of the fitted

. We do this for every factor k in every cell line j to

in equation (3-3).
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3.2.3 The 3-Step Log Likelihood Ratio Test

3.2.3.1 Detect binding versus non-binding
We first detect binding events of any factor in any cell line. We performed a log
likelihood ratio test on the null hypothesis H0:

(3-6)

against the alternative hypothesis H1: at least one
mean

. Both

and

differs from the background

denote P-dim vectors of means, and we estimated

as the median signals across all cell lines in the ±5kb neighborhood of window i, for each
factor respectively. Under a multivariate normal distribution, the MLE

in cell line j can

be obtained by

(3-7)

where

denotes a P by K matrix of 0s and 1s. For each column k=1,…, K, there are R

1s in rows (k-1)r+(1,…, R). The log likelihood ratio test statistic for the null hypothesis (36) for window i is then
(3-8)
where

(3-9)

(3-10)

Under the null hypothesis that there are no binding events in window i of all
factors in all cell types,

follows an asymptotic Chi-square distribution with CK

degrees of freedom. Note that this test is bi-directional, i.e., both enriched and depleted
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binding signals relative to the background can be detected. To detect enriched signals
only, we can replace

by 0 whenever it is negative.

3.2.3.2 Detect differential binding versus common binding
To identify potential regulatory differential binding regions across cell lines, we
performed a 2nd LRT test on the null hypothesis H0:

(3-11)

against the alternative hypothesis H1: at least one

differs from the rest, where

denote the averaged mean signals across cell lines within window i (as opposed to the
±5kb neighborhood around window i in the 1st test). While we used the same values of
as used in the 1st test, we estimated the MLE

by

(3-12)

The LRT statistic for the null hypothesis (3-11) has the same form as (3-8), but
with

replaced by

in (3-9) and (3-10). Under the null hypothesis that the binding

(or non-binding) signals for all factors are consistent across cell types in window i, the
test statistic follows an asymptotic Chi-square distribution with (C-1)K degrees of
freedom.

3.2.3.3 Identify common, differential and cell-type specific binding
The p-values of our log likelihood ratio tests are given by the tail probabilities of
the chi-square distribution with CK degrees of freedom for the 1st test and (C-1)K
degrees of freedom for the 2nd test, respectively. To call statistically significant regulatory
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regions (1st test) and differential binding regions (2nd test), we used Bonferroni
correction to adjust p-values. We used 0.05 as the cutoff for genome-wide significance.
Only the windows rejected by the 1st test are further tested by the 2nd test.
After the 2nd test calling significant regions that have at least one cell line
showing differential binding in at least one factor, we further want to evaluate which
regions have differential binding in one and only one cell line. To check if the differential
binding event in window i occurs only in cell line j, we applied a 3rd test, which is
equivalent to the 2nd test but leaving out the data in the current cell line j, for all cell line j
= 1 ... C. We obtained another statistics

based on the log likelihood ratios using data

in only C-1 cell lines.

(3-13)

The

statistic can be treated as the deviance obtained by the other cell lines

while leaving out the current cell line j. Since we already know that window i has
differential binding signals, we can decide if the differential binding event only occurs in
cell line j by checking the significance of
differential binding only in cell line j if

. In particular, we say that window i has

is the only statistics, compared to the statistics

for other cell lines, with adjusted p-value > 0.05 in window i (i.e., insignificant only by
removing data from cell line j).

3.3 Simulation Study
To evaluate the performance of our method, we applied Cross-CaP on a
simulated dataset containing 30 data tracks in 5 conditions and 3 factors with two
replicates each, and each track has 30,000 data points. While the variances of log2
binding density in the non-binding and binding regions in the real ENCODE data (next
Chapter) are around 4, and 1, respectively, we simulated the data as below. For each
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data track, non-binding background signals were sampled independently from a normal
distribution with mean and variance equal to 0 and 4, respectively. Each data point
corresponded to a 1KB window and we randomly selected 1,800 windows as binding
regions in any of the five conditions from a normal distribution with mean and variance
equal to 8 and 1, respectively. These 1,800 windows can be treated as the true positives
of bindings.
Among the 1,800 binding windows, we sampled 1,200 common bindings that
appeared in all five cell lines and three factors. For the remaining 600 bindings, we
randomly placed an integer label M (0<M<5) at each position and assigned bindings of
all three factors to M out of the 5 conditions. Therefore, these 600 bindings can be
treated as our true positives of differential bindings. In addition to the simulated data
described above, we generated two more datasets with the same setting except that we
changed the mean and variance of the binding signals to (6, 1.25) and (4, 1.5),
respectively. According to these choices of means and variances in the binding
windows, the three datasets corresponded to strong, medium and weak bindings,
respectively. By using these simulated data, we conducted the following analyses:

Performance of Cross-CaP Test 1
To demonstrate the potential power gained by using all data together, we used
the simulated datasets mentioned above with only 1 factor in the 5 conditions (10 data
tracks in total). We compared the results of Cross-CaP Test 1 using 5 conditions
altogether (Cross-CaP-T1-all) to the merged results of binding windows called from each
single condition separately (Cross-CaP-T1-single). Figure 3-3A shows the ROC
(Receiver Operating Characteristics) curves generated by Cross-CaP-T1-all and CrossCaP-T1-single using the three datasets at different levels of binding strengths (strong,
medium, weak). Only results with (1-Specificity) <0.2 were plotted. From the results, we
found that the performance of Cross-CaP-T1-all is consistently better than Cross-CaPT1-single at different levels of binding strengths. Furthermore, the power of using all data
together is substantially better than using the merged results from single condition at
weak binding regions (dotted black and blue lines in Figure 3-3A). At a FDR-adjusted pvalue (q-value) cutoff 0.05, the precision measure (PRC) of Cross-CaP-T1-all is 94.5%
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while the PRC of Cross-CaP-T1-single being only 85.8% using weak binding data. PRC
is defined as the number of true positives divided by the number of positive calls.

Performance of Cross-CaP Test 2
By using the simulated datasets containing all 30 data tracks, we investigated the
performance of Cross-CaP test 2 (Cross-CaP-T2-all) which is a log likelihood ratio test
designed to detect differential binding regions given multiple conditions and features. We
compared Cross-CaP-T2-all to multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and the
resulting ROC curves were shown in Figure 3-3B. As expected, we observed that the
power of Cross-CaP-T2-all decreases when the binding signals get weaker. As for
MANOVA, it shows less power than Cross-CaP-T2-all at different levels of binding
strengths. One possible reason might be due to the limited number of replicates resulting
in noisy estimates of variance.
We also compared the performance of Cross-CaP-T2 in a two-sample-one-factor
scenario (Cross-CaP-T2-pair) using ANOVA and DIME [72] (Figure 3-3C). The ROC
curve shows that the performance of Cross-CaP-T2-pair is consistently better than the
other two methods at different levels of binding strengths, while the performance of
DIME is better than ANOVA at the strong and weak binding data.

Figure 3-3. The ROC curves generated using simulated data at different levels of binding
strengths (strong, medium, weak). (A) ROC curves of Cross-CaP-T1-all and Cross-CaPT1-single. (B) ROC curves of Cross-CaP-T2-all and MANOVA (C) ROC curves of CrossCaP-T2-pair, DIME and ANOVA.
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3.4 Discussion
We have proposed a new method called Cross-CaP that incorporates the joint
effects of multiple factors to simultaneously detect co-binding and differential-binding
events across multiple samples/conditions/cell types. Applying our method to the ChIPseq data from ENCODE, we demonstrated that the genomic loci detected by Cross-CaP,
combined with functional enrichment analysis (Appendix A.3), can pinpoint regulatory
regions with cell-type specific functions. Since the variances of binding signals may not
be homogenous for different factors across conditions, we estimated the variances as a
function of means within each pair of cell line and factor using local smoothing
techniques, and we used the estimated local covariance matrix to carry out a 3-step log
likelihood ratio test. In this study, we used two replicates to estimate binding variances. If
there are no replicates, we can utilize data across conditions to estimate the variances
for each factor. Our method is general and can be applied to multivariate data to detect
regions that are significantly common, different or condition-specific utilizing all datasets
across factors and conditions simultaneously.
Since transcription factors and epigenetic features often co-occupy, the
combinatorial effects of multiple features and their complex variations may be only
detectable using our joint approach. Single factor analysis is powerless when a genomic
region shows moderate differences in binding across cell types but the differences are
consistent across all factors. Such subtle variation can only be detected by cumulating
the effects of multiple factors simultaneously. Additionally, the binding variation of a
factor may not be observable at its mean level, but conditioning on the binding of other
factors, the variation may become evident (e.g., variation at the covariance level).
ChIP-seq data is increasing rapidly not only from multiple conditions but also for
different TFs and epigenetic marks. Using our method, both significant co-binding and
differential binding regions can be powerfully detected using all information in a
consistent and efficient way. After obtaining significant cell-type specific binding
windows, the users can intersect the genomic regions with any functional features of
interests. Clustering analysis of the patterns of signals followed by functional enrichment
analysis can further help us understand the cell regulatory mechanisms and its
variations across samples/conditions/cell lines. Our approach is flexible and general.
The users can define their own sets of factors and conditions of interest and apply
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Cross-CaP in a similar way as used in this study. In the following Chapter (Chapter 4),
we present a Cross-CaP application using real datasets from ENCODE consortium and
describe some potential applications which can be applied to Cross-CaP in Chapter 5.2.
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Chapter 4
Cross-CaP: ENCODE Application
4.1 Overview
We applied Cross-CaP to a dataset consisting of 15 ChIP-seq data from the
human ENCODE consortium, which contained five human cell lines: GM12878, HUVEC,
HeLa-S3, HepG2, K562, and each cell line had three factors: transcription factor CTCF
(a sequence-specific insulator protein with diverse function [82]), RNA polymerase II
(POL2) and DNaseI hypersensitivity of the chromatin (DHS) [56]. Three (HeLa-S3,
HepG2, K562) of the five chosen cell lines are from cancer cells. Comparing the binding
patterns between the cancer cell lines and the two relatively normal cell lines can help us
identify potential regions associated with diseases.
By applying Cross-CaP in 1 kb tiled windows across the genome (excluding the
Y chromosome), we identified 194,840 statistically significant binding regions, 33,205
differential binding regions and 16,452 cell-type specific binding regions across the
genome. By a clustering analysis on the cell-type specific binding regions, we identified
two major clusters of binding patterns across the five cell lines. One cluster showed
consistently enriched binding signals for the three factors and they were enriched near
genes showing functions highly relevant to each of the cell types, respectively. Another
cluster of cell-type specific binding regions showed depleted signals and they were
strongly associated with homozygous deletions in the three cancer cell lines. The
biological findings from our analysis indicated that Cross-CaP is able to detect potential
regulatory regions responsible for cell-type specific biological behaviors. The method is
simple yet powerful. It can be applied to most studies for simultaneous comparison of
multiple ChIP-seq data across multiple conditions. Genomic regions as well as
combinations of regulatory factors associated with phenotypes/cell types/conditions of
interests can therefore be identified.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 ENCODE Datasets
Mappings of short reads of CTCF, POL2 and DNaseI to the human genome
(hg18 assembly) were collected from the ENCODE open chromatin data for 5 selected
cell lines. The five chosen cell lines are: K562 erythroleukemia cells [83], HeLa-S3
cervical carcinoma cells [84], HepG2 hepatoblastoma cells [85], GM12878, a Blymphoblastoid cell line (http://1000genomes.org) and primary (non-transformed) human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) [86]. Among the 5 cell lines, the first three are
cancer cell lines and the last two are relatively normal cell lines. In addition, each of the
15 data types (5 cell lines  3 factors) contains 2-3 replicates. For simplicity and
consistency, we used two replicates of each data type, resulting in 30 tracks of data in
total.

4.2.2 Data Pre-processing
To prepare the data tracks from the short read counts, we used F-Seq [29] to
generate continuous tag sequence density estimation in 1-bp resolution for all 30 data
tracks. We then computed the sum of tag sequence density in 1kb tiled windows across
the human genome and used 1kb as a unit for hypothesis testing for common and
differential regulatory binding across cell lines. Since regions from UCSC assembly gaps
and the Duke excluded regions are found to have the anomalous high signals (obtained
from UCSC genome browser) [87-89], we excluded these regions from our analysis.
This resulted in 2,821,390 windows for testing across the human genome, excluding the
Y chromosome. We further took log2-transformed density to reduce the skewness of the
data. A small constant (0.1) is added to the value when taking the log 2 to avoid
numerical problems. Based on the log2 density values in 1-kb windows, we further
performed quantile-normalization [90] on the 10 data tracks (5 cell lines, 2 replicates) for
each factor to make datasets across cell types comparable.
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4.2.3 MA-normalization
The quantile normalization does not necessarily remove the systematic bias
within replicates. We further applied LOESS (locally weighted regression) normalization
on the log2 transformed density of each data track, which is similar to the MA-plot
approach used in gene expression data [91]. Let
cell j, factor k and replicate r, and let

denote the data value in window i,

denote the mean of factor k across all cell lines

and replicates in window i. We applied LOESS function by regressing
the factor mean

on

, for data in all windows in each data track. The LOESS estimate

was then subtracted from

so that the new values (at the same level of

)

have mean 0 across windows. For large datasets, LOESS computation can be slow, and
the fitted curve can be overly smooth or curvy at different values using a fixed
smoothness parameter. To increase computing speed and to fit local curves better, we
partitioned the data values into bins and we sub-sampled data with equal frequency from
each bin. This effectively prevented the fitting curve being biased by the unbalance data
where the data points were much denser at low signals and sparser at high signals. By
default, we sampled 1% of the total data using 25 bins and the maximum number of data
points allowed in each bin was bounded by the total number of sampled points divided
by the number of bins. For the LOESS parameters, we used span=0.5 with locally linear
fit (degree =1).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Overview
By applying Cross-CaP on the real ENCODE dataset described in section 4.2.1,
we detected 194,840 (6.9% of all regions tested in the genome) significant binding
regions throughout the genome (excluding chromosome Y) at Bonferroni adjusted 0.05
significance level. Among the significant binding regions, 33,205 (17%) showed
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differential binding signals of the 3 factors across the 5 cell lines. Furthermore, 16,452
(49%) of the differential binding regions were cell-type specific (Figure 4-1). After
merging the contiguous windows, we obtained 13,858 cell-type specific regions. We
applied K-means clustering to the 16,452 cell-type specific binding windows to identify
co-binding patterns of the 3 factors in the corresponding cell types. We first centered the
binding signals of the 3 factors by their means across cell types. We varied the number
of clusters K from 2 to 12 and chose the optimal K using the Calinski-Harabasz index,
which evaluates the cluster validity based on the average between- and within-cluster
sum of squares [92]. The clustering results showed that each the five groups of cell-type
specific binding windows were mainly separated into two distinct clusters: one with
enriched binding signals of all 3 factors in the corresponding cell, and the other with
depleted signals.

Figure 4-1. The total number of binding/differential/cell-type specific windows detected
by Cross-CaP

The majority of cell-type specific windows have length of 1KB. However, some
binding-enriched regions can have length more than 10 KB (Figure 4-2). We observed
that these long cell-type specific binding signals were owing to the long POL2 binding in
a gene locus. These cell-type specific POL2 signals are consistent with the gene
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expression (ENCODE Caltech RNA-seq) [49, 93]. Examples of these regions include
genes such as ASHG, AFP, GPC3 in HepG2 cell line, THBS1 in HUVEC cell line,
BC068609, LOC648232 and a 30 KB region close to 7q36.2 (starting from position
152,710,000 in hg18) in K562 cell lines. While we observed long regions of contiguous
cell-type specific enriched binding windows, the cell-type specific depleted windows can
be densely clustered in a local region owing to a long range of genomic deletion
(examples shown in the next section).

Figure 4-2. Length distribution of cell-type specific enriched binding (+) and depleted
binding (-) segments. The symbol size is corresponding to the frequency of the segment
length.

To visually examine the binding signals in these clusters, we generated a
heatmap of binding signals across cell types as well as their corresponding copy
number variations (CNVs) [94] (ENCODE common cell CNV, HAIB Genotype Track
[95]) in Figure 4-3A and 4-3B, respectively, where the cell-type specific binding windows
were ordered by their genomic positions within each cluster.
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Figure 4-3. (A) Heatmap of relative log2 signals of CTCF, DHS and POL2 (in order) in 5
groups of cell-type specific windows. (B) Heatmap of the corresponding CNVs of
different types. (C) Scatter plots of K-means clustering on the relative log2 signals of
three factors in cell-type specific windows.
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4.3.2 Cell-Type Specific Depleted Binding in Tumor Cell Lines are Associated With
CNVs
DNA copy number variation is a common genetic alteration observed in solid
tumors , and it contributes to tumor evolution by alterations of the expression of genes
within the region [96]. From Figure 4-3 (A, B), we observed that, compared to the normal
cell lines, the cell-type specific binding in the cancer cell lines (HeLa-S3, HepG2 and
K562)

are

often

associated

with

copy

number

variations

of

various

kinds

(amplifications, heterozygous deletions or homozygous deletions) [95]. The CNVs
in the cancer cell lines were a lot more frequent than in the other two cell lines: while
K562 has the most CNVs with a genome-wide coverage of 715 Mb, the CNV coverage
of HeLa-S3 and HepG2 are around 613 Mb and 550 Mb, which are approximately 100
fold more than the other two relatively normal cell lines (CNV coverage < 5 Mb).
Consistent with the genome-wide CNV distribution, around 37% of the K562specific binding windows co-occurred with the CNVs, which accounted for the most CNV
overlap among the 5 groups of cell-type specific windows. We also observed that,
among the 5 cell types, K562 had the most depleted binding windows (364, 90.77%) in
homozygous deletions (Figure 4-3B). Furthermore, as expected, homozygous deletions
were only found in the cell-type specific non-binding regions, but not in the enriched
ones in the five cell lines. On the other hand, heterozygous deletions were found in both
enriched and depleted cell-type specific binding regions. In HeLa-S3 and K562 cell lines,
heterozygous deletions occurred 2-3 times more frequently in the depleted binding
regions than in the enriched ones. Conversely, there were 5 times more heterozygous
deletions in HepG2-specific enriched binding regions than in the depleted ones.
From Figure 4-4A and 4-4B, we observed that there were 342 K562-depleted
windows clustered densely (shown in olive) across a 10.8MB region on 9p21.3-9p21.1,
which were associated with 8 homozygous deletions (Figure 4-4A). These homozygous
deletions in K562 spanned approximately 9 MB and the loss of DNA sequences in this
region has been previously observed in both solid tumors and leukemia [97, 98]. Many
genes, such as the CDKN2A/CDKN2B locus and MTAP in this region, were found to be
associated with different types of cancer [99-101]. Owing to this large deletion, we
observed that the binding signals of CTCF, DHS, and POL2 were depleted in K562.
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However, ENCODE called a few binding peaks in K562 cell lines (shown in dark blue in
Figure 4-4A) within this homozygous deletion region, which are likely false positives calls.
In addition to K562 cell lines, the depleted cell-type specific binding windows
were also found in HeLa-S3 and located in a gene locus with tumor suppressor
function (STK11/LKB1) [102]. From Figure 4-4B, we show that, in gene STK11, 7
binding regions (in purple), 4 differential binding regions (in green) and 3 cell-type
specific differential binding regions (in olive) were detected by Cross-CaP. One HeLa-S3
specific depleted binding region (in olive) was observed near the transcription start site
of STK11 and was found to be associated with a homozygous deletion highlighted in red
(Figure 4-4B). Furthermore, we observed loss of RNA-seq signals (ENCODE Caltech
RNA-seq [49, 93]) in the first three exons of STK11 in HeLa-S3 cell lines (the last track
of Figure 4-4B), which coincided with the three cell-type specific differential binding
regions detected by Cross-CaP. Previous studies has reported that STK11 plays an
important role in multiple cellular functions including cell growth, cell cycle progression,
metabolism, cell polarity, and migration [102]. Our discovery is confirmed by a recent
independent study showing that STK11/LKB1 is a tumor suppressor gene with lower
expression HeLa cell lines (cervical cancer cells) [102].
The above examples illustrate that the cell-type specific depleted binding in
cancer cell lines may be due to genomic deletions, and this may affect the functions of
its target genes. Our detected cell-type specific differential binding windows in cancer
cell lines pinpointed the regulatory loci that may undergo genetic alterations, and hence
nearby target genes may be the potential candidates associated with cancer.
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Figure 4-4. (A) K562-specific depleted binding detected by Cross-CaP (shown in olive)
associated with large homozygous deletions on chromosome 9. (B) HeLa-specific
depleted binding detected by Cross-CaP close to the TSS of gene STK11 (binding
windows shown in purple, differential binding in green and cell-type specific windows in
olive).
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4.3.3 Cell-Type Specific Enriched Binding are Enriched for Cell-Type Specific
Functions
This section shows the results of functional enrichment analysis using GREAT
(great.stanford.edu), which infers biological meaning for a set of known or assumed TF
binding sites by analyzing the annotations of the nearby genes [103]. The associated
terminology and databases used in this section can be found in Appendix A.3. The
functional categories returned by GREAT revealed that our cell-type specific windows
enriched of binding signals were significantly associated with gene targets enriched for
cell-type specific functions. CTCF, DHS and POL2 almost always co-bind in these
signal-enriched windows (Figure 4-3A). We show the top 20 significant functional terms
found in Gene Ontology (GO) [104], Disease Ontology [105], Mouse Phenotypes
[106, 107], MSigDB Cancer Neighbourhoods [108, 109] and Pathway Commons [110]
in Figure 4-5. We associated each cell-type specific binding window to its single nearest
gene up to 1 Mb and required that the significant terms have FDR <5% for both the
binomial and hypergeometric tests and region-based fold enrichment >=2. The log10 Binomial FDRs were used to generate the heatmap of the function annotation
terms, where the black cells denote no significant terms found by the above criteria.
GM12878 (transformed human B-lymphocyte cell line)

GM12878-specific enriched (GM-enriched) windows were found to be near
genes with GO terms specially in immune response, regulation of immune system
process, regulation of cell/lymphocyte/leukocyte/T-Cell activation, defense response,
cellular response to cytokine stimulus and cytokine mediated signaling pathway (Figure
4-5A). In addition, the GM-enriched windows were also close to genes in MHC class II
receptor activity, SH3 domain binding (GO Molecular Function).
An enrichment analysis of Disease Ontology highlights many lymphoid diseases,
such as lymphoid cancer, lymphoma, lymphoblastic leukemia and also other autoimmune diseases (lupus erythematosus) (Figure 4-5B). Similar lymphoid/immune related
terms were also reported in Mouse Phenotypes (Figure 4-5C) and were highly related to
the cell type of GM12878. From the MSigDB Cancer Neighbourhood Ontology, we found
that the GM-enriched binding windows were in proximity to cancer-associated genes,
CD53, VAV1, INPP5D, STAT6, HLA-C, etc (Figure 4-5D). GREAT also reported GM-
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enriched windows involved in T cell/B cell activation (Panther Pathway [111]), and GMenriched windows were close to genes involved in BCR, TCR, PD-1 signaling, intestinal
immune network for IgA production, costimulation by the CD28 family, Antigen
processing and presentation, etc (MsigDB Pathway [108]). There were many other
pathways specific to GM12878, for example, cytokine signaling in immune system,
interferon alpha/beta/gamma signaling pathway, etc (Figure 4-5E).
An enrichment analysis of HGNC Gene Families [112] showed that the GMenriched windows were close to members of the HLA and CD family. The InterPro
Ontology [113] also reported that genes with Immunoglobulin/major histocompatibility
conserved site, MHC class I/II antigen recognition protein domain, and SH2 motif, were
close to GM-enriched windows. The MsigDB Predicted Promoter Motifs ontology [108]
reveals that the motifs of SPI1, ETV4, ELF1, IRF1 (IFN-regulatory factor-1), RUNX1,
ETV7, STAT1 (a key transcription factor in the interferon signaling pathway), and NFKB,
were found in the promoters of genes associated with GM-enriched windows. This result
suggests that the above TFs could be potential co-regulators of genes near GMenriched windows.

HUVEC (an umbilical vein endothelial cell line)

Consistent with the above findings, the enriched GO terms for HUVEC-enriched
binding windows were also relevant to its tissue type. Targets of the HUVEC-specific
enriched windows were found to be enriched in angiogenesis, blood vessel, vasculature
development, blood vessel morphogenesis, and regulation of endothelial cell migration,
etc (Figure 4-5A). The disease ontologies enriched in genes near HUVEC-enriched
windows

highlighted

many

vascular-related

diseases,

including

arteriopathy,

arteriosclerosis, cardiovascular system disease, diabetic angiopathy, eye diseases
(diabetic retinopathy) and heart diseases (Figure 4-5B). The InterPro ontology [113] also
reported genes with the epidermal growth factor-like type 3, EGF-like conserved site
near HUVEC-enriched windows. Enrichments from the Pathway Commons ontology
highlighted Beta3 integrin cell surface interactions, VEGF specific signaling, and many
others (Figure 4-5E).

HeLa-S3 (cervical epithelial carcinoma cell line)
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The top enriched GO terms for the HeLa-enriched windows were associated with
HeLa-S3’s epithelial cell type, such as epithelium development, epithelial cell
differentiation/development and skin development. Other terms including SMAD protein
signal transduction, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, etc, were also found to
be enriched around the HeLa-enriched windows. Besides, a few GO terms/mouse
phenotypes related to vessel development (vasculature development, blood vessel
morphogenesis, abnormal angiogenesis, etc) were found to be shared between HeLaS3, HUVEC, and HepG2 (Figure 4-5A, C). Since HeLa-S3 is derived from a human
cervix adenocarcinoma, compared to GM12878 and HUVEC, we found that many
enriched diseases detected by GREAT in this group were related to different types of
cancer, including bone, prostatic, urinary tract, pancreatic cancer (Figure 4-5B). Among
those, papillary epithelial carcinoma was found highly related to the cell type of HeLa-S3.
HepG2 (hepatocellular carcinoma cell line)

The HepG2 cell line is derived from a male with a well differentiated hepatocellular
carcinoma. Among the 5 cell types, we observed that HepG2 has the most enriched
binding windows (494, 41.24%) in the amplification CNVs. The enriched GO terms of
genes close to the HepG2-enriched windows were unique from the other cell types. Top
enriched

GO

terms

inhibitor/regulator

(Molecular

activities,

Function)

enzyme

showed

inhibitor

enrichment

activities,

and

in

peptidase

endopeptidase

inhibitor/regulator activities. The GO terms in Biological Process show more detailed
terms in regulation in the above activities and also including terms relevant to kidney
development, such as mesonephric tubule morphogenesis (Figure 4-5A).
Most of the top disease terms detected in HepG2-enriched windows are all
related to liver diseases, including hepatoblastoma, liver cirrhosis, hepatitis, fatty liver,
hepatocellular carcinoma. GREAT also reported that HepG2-enriched windows are close
to many cancer genes HPX, HPN, LCAT, TST, GSTM1, CEPBA, CYP2B6, etc. (Figure
4-5D). Unique pathways, such as FOXA2 and FOXA3 transcription factor networks,
Lipoprotein metabolism (Pathway Commons) were also detected by GREAT (Figure 45E). Among these pathways, the FOXA1, FOXA2 and FOXA3 transcription factor
networks were found to be expressed early in embryonic endoderm and play important
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roles in the regulation of gene expression in liver and pancreas [114]. The MsigDB
Predicted Promoter Motifs ontology [108] showed that HepG2-enriched windows were
close to genes whose promoters contain binding sites for TCF1/HNF1 (hepatocyte
nuclear factor 1) and FOXA1/ HNF3α.
The Transcription Factor Targets ontology [115] has compiled data from ChIP
experiments that link transcription factor regulators to target genes. GREAT revealed
that the HepG2-enriched windows were located near genes regulated by master
regulators of hepatocyte and islet transcription, such as HNF1α and HNF4α in human
liver and pancreatic islets (Binomial FDR<2.4e-34) [116]. Furthermore, the strongest
term in MSigDB Perturbation [108] showed enrichment in liver selective genes.
Particularly, 16.34% of HepG2-enriched windows were within the neighbourhoods of
liver genes. The HGNC Gene Families ontology [112] also indicated that 18 HepG2enriched windows were located near 13/33 SERPIN gene families.

K562 (chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line)

The targets of K562-specific windows were enriched in Mouse Phenotypes, such
as microcytosis, decreased erythrocyte/hematopoietic cell number, anemia, abnormal
homoglobin, abnormal iron hemostasis, etc (Figure 4-5C). The MSigDB Cancer
Neighborhood highlighted cancer-associated genes, TAL1, ANK1, SPTB, SPTA1,
PRDX2, MAP2K3, etc. (Figure 4-5D). The MSigDB Perturbation ontology also showed
enrichment of the top 40 genes from cluster 7 of acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
expression profile in previous study [117].
In summary, our functional enrichment analysis showed strong evidence that
Cross-CaP can pinpoint the genomic loci that play important roles in regulating cell-type
specific functions.
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Figure 4-5. Functional enrichments from GREAT in the enriched binding cluster of celltype specific windows.
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4.4 Discussion
In this study, the detected cell-type specific binding regions mainly demonstrated
two patterns: either all enriched or all depleted. In general, this will depend on the factors
being studied. The cell-type specific enriched binding loci were strongly associated with
functional terms relevant to the corresponding cell types. In contrast, the cell-type
specific depleted binding loci, particularly in cancer cell lines, were often related to the
copy number variations. Among those depleted binding windows coincided with the
homozygous deletions, approximately 97.8% were from the three cancer cell lines, and
over 90.7% were found in K562 alone. Similarly, 99.6% of the enriched binding windows
with amplification CNVs were from the three cancer cell lines, with 40.9 % from HepG2,
40.3% from K562, and 18.28% from HeLa-S3.
Our findings suggest that the cell-type specific depleted binding signals in cancer
cell line may be under genomic alterations and can be located near genes associated
with different types of cancer (e.g. FHIT, STK11, CDKN2A, CDKN2B). In addition to
copy number variations, other possible causes for the absence or low signals of binding
in a cell may include single nucleotide polymorphisms, alternative promoters, epigenetic
silencing through methylation, which leads to aberrant silencing of normal tumorsuppressor function in cancer cell lines [118]. By comparing the normal cell lines with the
cancer cell lines, our method can detect regulatory regions that may be directly
responsible for the abnormal regulation of its target genes.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, we have described recent challenges in analyzing ChIP-seq
data and our efforts to tackle the problems. To understand how gene regulatory
mechanism works, identifying TF binding sites is the first step. In Chapter 2, we have
described PASS2, a novel peak-calling approach to detect binding peaks for a given TF
by incorporating relevant data. We have demonstrated that PASS2 identified 20% more
true binding sites by simulation study, and detected more true binding sites with medium
signals than the conventional methods [23, 27, 28] by real data analysis.
As the focus of many current ChIP-seq studies is to compare TF binding profiles
across multiple conditions to study gene regulation, computational approaches designed
for this purpose are still very limited. The recent ChIP-seq dataset generated from the
scientific communities often contains data tracks in relevant features and conditions
across genomic locations. Such dataset contains multiple data attributes (e.g. TF binding
features, biological conditions, replicates, genomic locations) and thus makes the data
integration and analysis a difficult task.
We have presented Cross-CaP, a statistical approach which takes multiple
relevant data tracks with the above attributes and represents them into data matrices
which can be systematically processed in a computational way. The output of CrossCaP contains the loci showing significant variations in any features across conditions.
We have demonstrated one application of Cross-CaP in Chapter 4 and shown that the
cell-type specific bindings we identified are enriched of cell-type specific functions. By
simulation, Cross-CaP is proven to have better detection power over the existing
methods (ANOVA, MANOVA, DIME [72]) given multiple ChIP-seq data.
The two computational approaches described in this dissertation are the initial
efforts to integrate the current big data generated from high-throughput sequencing (e.g.
ChIP-seq, DNase-seq). We believe that the demand for more sophisticated and efficient
computational methods for integrating such data would only increase while the
sequencing cost gets cheaper. In the following sections, we provide a short summary of
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PASS2 and Cross-CaP as well as their limitations and potential improvements. Lastly,
we briefly describe their potential future applications.

5.1 PASS2
As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, the ChIP-seq data for a given binding
protein can be seen as one-dimensional data track across genomic locations. To detect
genomic loci where a specific protein binds to, many computational methods have been
developed to find the potential binding regions showing enriched signals compared the
background (e.g. binding signals in the neighborhood). These methods have their
limitations because they only utilize data in single condition to infer the potential binding
site for a given factor regardless of the fact that TFs usually co-bind on DNA sequences
to regulate their target gene’s expression. To demonstrate that incorporating the relevant
data into the peak-calling process can increase the detection power, we have presented
a novel peak-calling method, PASS2.
The advantages of PASS2 are: (1) It has better performance over the traditional
methods because it incorporates the relevant binding information. (2) It controls a userspecified level of false positive rate or FDR. (3) It does not assume any distribution on
the supporting tracks. Therefore, as long as data are prepared in the same position
coordinates, relevant data from different technologies (e.g. ChIP-chip, ChIP-seq) can be
combined in the training process.
However, PASS2 still has its limitations. It pays the cost that more efforts and
time needed to put in to incorporate the additional data to produce more reliable peaks.
While the antibody is specific enough to generate ChIP-seq data at an acceptable noise
level, the existing methods may be sufficient. When this is not the case, PASS2 can be a
solution to help obtain better results on the noisy data. Since PASS2 assumes normal
distribution of the target data, ChIP-seq read counts need to be properly transformed.
The easiest transformation is to obtain continuous smoothing signals from the read
counts by existing tools, such as F-Seq [29] and transform the data by logarithm. This is
similar to the preprocessing step we performed for the ENCODE ChIP-seq data in
chapter 4.2.2
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PASS2 uses a logistic regression to train the prior binding probabilities from the
relevant binding features. When there are no previously known binding sites, the training
of model parameters will have to rely on peaks detected at a stringent threshold from the
same target data. Hence, the threshold needs to be stringent so to avoid using many
false positives in fitting the logistic regression model. We may expect that the fitted
regression model is biased towards strong binding sites. However, this is a common
issue that will occur to all methods that rely on training data. For future extension,
PASS2 can be generalized to an automatic pipeline to iteratively detect binding peaks
for each protein given their relevant ChIP-seq data all together.

5.2 Cross-CaP
By applying the existing peak-calling methods on ChIP-seq data, researchers
can obtain discrete binding intervals for any TF of interest. One common approach in
ChIP-seq studies relies on these discrete binding peaks to study their functional
consequences. However, this approach is overly simplified and can introduce false
positive calls into the comparison process, especially when different significance
thresholds are used to detect the occupancy of different TFs.
We have developed Cross-CaP to detect genomic loci undergoing significant
binding variations given ChIP-seq data in multiple binding features and conditions.
Assuming binding peaks are unknown to us, Cross-CaP-T1 is designed to detect where
in the genome the binding occurs in any of the TF features across conditions. Instead of
obtaining discrete peaks in each condition in advance, Cross-CaP-T1 allows us to locate
the binding regions using all given data. Once the binding regions are identified from
Cross-CaP-T1, one can apply Cross-CaP-T2 to further test which binding loci shows
differential binding across conditions. If needed, Cross-CaP-T3 can be applied to find
conditional-specific regions by providing the results from Cross-CaP-T2.
At each genomic region, we have represented the relevant data values into a
data matrix that can be simultaneously processed and analyzed. Given data with similar
data structure, Cross-CaP can be applied to detect variations in any features across
different conditions. If the data in common binding regions across conditions are
available, one can skip Cross-CaP-T1 and perform Cross-CaP-T2 (and T3) directly.
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Since Cross-CaP is general and can be applied to different types of datasets, we
summarize the input data structure of Cross-CaP as below:

Input data structure of Cross-CaP:

At each genomic region, we represent the given data values into a matrix that can be
simultaneously processed. Cross-CaP can then be applied to detect loci showing
variations in any features across different conditions given any data with the same data
structure.

The dataset for Cross-CaP should consist of C*K*R data values at each genomic
window (sample). The dataset contains data attributes: N (samples), C (conditions), K
(Features), R (replicates), and it contains data in which:

(a) Each sample (e.g. genomic window) has data in C conditions (e.g. tissue types).
(c) Each condition has data in K features (e.g. transcription factors) with or without
replicates R.

For Cross-CaP-T1: the task is to identify which genomic window shows enriched signals
compared to its neighborhood (defined as ± w number of windows around the current
window i). The data provided should have N  2*w, C2, K1, and R1, and the input
samples (genomic windows) should have the same size.

For Cross-CaP-T2 (and T3): it is designed to test if the provided loci shows conditionspecific difference and thus should have N 1, C2, K1, and R1. The input samples
can be either genomic windows with the same size or pre-defined binding intervals with
different sizes.

From the above definitions, we have total C*K*R data values at each testable region, by
treating (K*R) data values as multivariate data vector in each condition at a genomic
region, the data tracks across the genome can be summarized into N number of C by
(K*R) data matrices. Any data satisfies the above criteria can be applied to Cross-CaP to
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identify testable samples showing significant difference in any of the K features across C
conditions.

Compared to the existing approaches, Cross-CaP has the following advantages:

(1) Cross-CaP is a more sensitive approach to detect differential binding since it
takes the variations in relevant features into account. When there are consistent
variations in relevant features being observed, the cumulated effects will help
identify the loci with such difference.
(2) The method is general and can be applied in many different ways according to
users’ interests (the potential applications will be described later in this section).
(3) Unlike ANOVA-type approaches, it does not assume homogeneous variances
across different magnitudes of binding signals. Instead, Cross-CaP assumes that
the variance of binding signals is a function of its mean and this is a more
reasonable assumption for the ChIP-seq data.

However, Cross-CaP assumes independence between conditions (e.g. cell types), and
this is not realistic for the biological data where binding data across tissue types may be
correlated. Future improvements can be made to accommodate this limitation. We have
already demonstrated one Cross-CaP application using ENCODE dataset consists of
ChIP-seq (or DNase-seq) data in 5 cell lines, 3 binding features and 2 replicates across
the human genome. Data from ChIP followed by deep sequencing can also be
generated across other conditions, such as different species and human individuals. We
list other potential Cross-CaP applications as below:

(1) Detect genomic locations showing differential (tissue-specific) pattern in any
histone marks across tissue types.
Data: Genome-wide ChIP-seq data in 9 histone marks across 9 tissue types [50].
(2) Detect gene loci showing differential (individual-specific) expression in any
tissues across human individuals.
Data: RNA-seq data in different tissues across human individuals (GTEx) [119]
(3) Detect gene loci showing differential (tissue-specific) expression in any
individuals across tissue types.
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Data: RNA-seq data in different tissues across human individuals (GTEx) [119]
(4) Detect gene loci showing differential (developmental stage-specific) expression
during erythroid differentiation.
Data: RNA-seq data across different lineages during erythroid differentiation [66].
(5) Detect genomic locations showing differential (species-specific) binding in any
TFs across close-related species.
Data: 1. Genome-wide ChIP-seq data of the TF, Twist across 6 closely related
Drosophila species [51]. 2. Genome-wide ChIP-seq data in two liver TFs across
5 vertebrates [52].
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Appendix A. Glossary
This section is designed to help readers to adapt to the specialized terminology
associated with genomics (A.1), statistics (A.2) and function enrichment analysis (A.3)
used in this dissertation. Entries in boldface are defined terms. To go back to your
previous view in the main text, use [ALT] + [Left Arrow].

A.1

Terms in Genomics

Acetylation: an enzymatic reaction that results in the addition of an acetyl group to
histone proteins [4, 5].
Antibodies: a type of protein made by certain white blood cells in response to a foreign
substance (antigen). Each antibody can bind to only a specific antigen [120].
Assembly: the process of aligning sequenced fragments of DNA into their correct
positions [121]. UCSC database assembly labels are of the form hg#. The letters
designate the organism, e.g. “hg” for human genome or “mm” for mouse genome. The
number (#) denotes the UCSC assembly version for that organism. For example, hg18
refers to the 18th UCSC assembly of the human genome [122].
Base pairs (bp): the pairs of nitrogenous bases (adenine: A, thymine: T, guanine: G,
cytosine: C). The base pairs are adenine-thymine (A-T) and guanine-cytosine (G-C),
which form bonds with each other, bringing together strands of DNA. The length of a
double-stranded sequence is measured in base pairs (bp), thousands of base pairs
(kilobases, kb) or millions of base pairs (mb) [123].
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP): a type of immunoprecipitation experimental
technique used to determine which segments of genomic DNA are bound to chromatin
proteins, mainly including transcription factors [121] (detailed description in Chapter 1.2).
Chromatin remodeling: adding or removing chemical groups to or from histones, which
can alter gene expression [4, 5].
Chromatin: the material of chromosomes. It is a complex of DNA; histones; and
nonhistone proteins (chromosomal proteins, non-histone) found within the nucleus of a
cell [120].
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cis-regulatory module (CRM): a stretch of DNA, usually 100-1000 DNA base pairs in
length, where a number of transcription factors can bind and regulate expression of
nearby genes [3].
Copy number variations (CNVs): DNA segments of one kilobase (kb) or larger that is
present at a variable copy number (the number of copies of genomic DNA) in
comparison with a reference genome [94]. These variations are a result of genomic
events causing discrete gains more than two copies (amplifications), and losses of both
copies (homozygous deletions) or one copy (heterozygous deletions) in contiguous
segments of the genome [95]. Note: in humans, the normal copy number is two for all
the autosomes (non–sex-determining chromosomes).
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid): A nucleic acid that carries the genetic information in the
cell. DNA consists of two complementary chains of nucleotides twisted into a double
helix and joined by hydrogen bonds between the complementary bases adenine and
thymine or cytosine and guanine. The sequence of nucleotides determines individual
hereditary characteristics [123].
DNA microarray (also commonly known as DNA chip or biochip): an arrayed set of
probes for detecting molecularly specific targets. Typically, the probes are composed of
DNA segments that are attached onto the solid surface, each of which can hybridise with
a specific DNA present in the target preparation [121].
DNaseI hypersensitivity of the chromatin: regions of chromatin which are sensitive to
cleavage by the DNaseI (an endonuclease coded by the human gene DNASE1). In
these specific regions, the DNA is exposed to allow binding of proteins such as
transcription factors.
Domain (of a protein): distinct functional and/or structural units in a protein. Usually
they are responsible for a particular function or interaction, contributing to the overall role
of a protein [124].
Enhancers: regions of DNA that can be bound with transcription factors to enhance
transcription levels of genes.
Enzyme: protein that catalyze a specific biochemical reaction.
Epigenetic: a gene activity state that may be stable over long periods of time, persist
through many cell divisions, or even be inherited through several generations, all without
any change to the primary DNA sequence [125].
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Exons: any region of DNA within genes that is transcribed to the final mRNA molecule.
Exons interleave with segments of non-coding DNA (introns) that are removed (spliced
out) during processing after transcription [121].
Expression: is a process to cause a gene to function by producing a specific protein.
Genes: segments of DNA that encode proteins and are essential for specific functions.
Genome: The total DNA contained in each cell of an organism.
High-throughput sequencing (or NGS, next-generation sequencing): is intended to
lower the cost of DNA sequencing by parallelizing the sequencing process, producing
thousands or millions of sequences concurrently.
Histones: a family of basic proteins, which associate with DNA in the nucleus and help
to condense the DNA into a smaller volume [4].
Methylation: the addition of a methyl group (-CH3) to a molecule [4].
Motif: short DNA sequences (typically 4 to 30 base pairs long) that are specifically
bound by one or more DNA-binding proteins (transcription factors).
Non-coding DNA sequences: sequences of a eukaryotic gene's DNA that is not
translated into a protein.
N-terminal tails: or N-terminus, the end of a polypeptide or protein that has a free amino
group [123].
PCR: polymerase chain reaction, a molecular biology technique for replicating DNA in
vitro. The DNA is thus amplified, sometimes from very small amounts [121].
Phenotype: an observable characteristic for an organism, such as having brown eyes.
In some cases, the phenotype will be measurable, such as having high blood pressure
[126].
Probe: a fragment of DNA or RNA which is labeled in some way, and which is used to
hybridize with the nucleic acid in which you are interested.
Promoters: regions of DNA that can be bound with RNA polymerase and the necessary
transcription factors to initiate transcription.
qPCR: quantitative real-time PCR, sometimes called real-time PCR, a more quantitative
form of RT_PCR in which the quantity of amplified product is estimated after each round
of amplification [121].
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RefSeq: the Reference Sequence (RefSeq) database is an open access, annotated and
curated collection of publicly available nucleotide sequences (DNA, RNA) and their
protein products [62].
RNA Sequencing (RNA-seq): a technology that uses the capabilities of next-generation
sequencing to reveal a snapshot of RNA presence and quantity from a genome at a
given moment in time [71].
RT-PCR: reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction, a technique for amplifying a
defined piece of RNA that has been converted to its complementary DNA form by the
enzyme reverse transcriptase [121].
Transcription factors (TFs): proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences thereby
control gene’s expression.
Transcription of DNA: The synthesis of RNA using a DNA template. Transcription is
the first step leading to gene expression.
Transcription start site (TSS): the location in DNA where transcription starts.
Tumor suppressor: a gene that inhibits progression towards neoplastic transformation.
The best-known examples of tumor suppressors are the proteins p53 and Rb.

A.2 Terms in Statistics
Alternative hypothesis (H1): In contrast with a null hypothesis, an alternative
hypothesis typically assuming that there is an effect of a particular event.
Bonferroni correction: a multiple-comparison correction used when n statistical tests
are being performed simultaneously. It controls each of the individual tests at a
significance level of a/n, where a is the significance level for the whole family of tests. It
is considered the simplest and most conservative method to control the family-wise error
rate (FWER) [127].
False discovery rate (FDR): a statistical method used in multiple hypothesis testing to
correct for multiple comparisons. FDR procedures are designed to control the expected
proportion of false positives among all discoveries (rejected null hypotheses). FDR
controlling procedures exert a less stringent control over false discovery compared to
family-wise error rate (FWER) procedures (such as the Bonferroni correction) [64].
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Family-wise error rate (FWER): the probability of making one or more false discoveries,
or type I errors (falsely rejecting a true null hypothesis) among all the hypotheses when
performing multiple hypotheses tests.
Multiple comparisons: performing more than one hypothesis test simultaneously [128].
Normalization: adjustments for values measured on different conditions to a notionally
common scale (or probability distribution).
Null hypothesis (H0): is typically the hypothesis we wish to reject, that there is no effect
of a particular event, or that there is no difference between control and treatment.
P-value: the probability that the null hypothesis could, by random chance, produce a
sample as extreme as the observed sample.
Z-score: a statistical measure that quantifies the distance (measured in standard
deviations) a data point is from the mean of a data set.

A.3 Terms in Functional Enrichment Analysis
Chapter 4.3.3 covers our results of functional enrichment analysis using GREAT [103].
This section provides the databases used in the analysis (provided by GREAT) and the
definitions of the associated terms.
Disease Ontology: a database contains data associating genes with human diseases,
using established disease codes and terminologies [105].
Functional enrichment analysis: a computational method that determines whether a
defined set of genes shows statistically significant association with functional
annotations (e.g., cellular processes, etc). The analysis relies on biological databases
(e.g. Gene Ontology [104]) with the information of genes and associated functions.
Gene Ontology (GO): a database provides a controlled vocabulary of terms to describe
attributes of gene products. GO contains three ontologies that describe the molecular
functions, biological processes, and cellular components of proteins [104].
HGNC Gene Families: the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) Gene
Families, a database contains data on gene families based on sequence similarity, data
from the literature and other databases, and manual curation [112].
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InterPro Ontology: a database contains data from several other databases on protein
domains, families, and functional sites [113].
Mouse Phenotypes: a database contains data about mouse genotype - phenotype
associations primarily obtained by curators from the literature [106, 107].
MSigDB Cancer Neighbourhoods: a database contains gene sets from mining large
collections of cancer-oriented microarray data [108]. Each gene set is defined by
correlated expression with one of 380 cancer-associated genes [109].
MSigDB Pathway: a database contains gene sets from pathway databases. Usually,
these gene sets are canonical representations of a biological process compiled by
domain experts [108].
MSigDB Perturbation: a database contains gene sets that represent gene expression
signatures of genetic and chemical perturbations [108].
MsigDB Predicted Promoter Motifs: a database contains sets of genes that share a
transcription factor binding site in their promoters [108]. The binding sites are as
predicted based on definitions from the TransFac database (version 7.4) [129].
PANTHER Pathway: a database contains data primarily on signaling pathways.
PANTHER pathways are collections of biological molecules and the reactions in which
they participate. Only well-documented reactions and relationships are listed [111].
Pathway Commons: a database contains data on pathways from multiple sources.
Pathways include biochemical reactions, complex assembly, transport and catalysis
events, and physical interactions involving proteins, DNA, RNA, small molecules and
complexes [110].
Region-based fold enrichment: (observed regions hit) divided by (expected regions
hit). This filter is useful for avoiding general terms, which can achieve strong p-values
with moderate fold enrichments. Fold enrichment is a measure of effect size [103].
Signaling pathway: describes a group of molecules in a cell that work together to
control one or more cell functions, such as cell division or cell death. After the first
molecule in a pathway receives a signal, it activates another molecule. This process is
repeated until the last molecule is activated and the cell function is carried out [130].
The Binomial test: a statistical test calculated for a set of genomic regions. In this test,
every annotation is ascribed a probability that a randomly placed genomic region is
assigned the annotation. This probability is the fraction of the genome over which a
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genomic region is associated to a gene with the annotation. Thus, it accounts for the
varying sizes of the regulatory domains of genes [103].
The hypergeometric test: the standard gene enrichment test applied by tools such as
DAVID [131, 132]. It is a statistical test calculated for a set of genes. In this test, a gene
is included in the test set if a test genomic region is associated with the gene. The
hypergeometric test specifies whether this test gene set is enriched for any annotations
out of the full set of genes in the genome [103].
Transcription Factor Targets: a study contains targets of transcription factors from
ChIP-chip experiments [115].
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Appendix B. User’s Manual for CrossCaP
B.1 General Description
Cross-CaP is implemented in R. It allows users to detect genomic locations showing
differential/condition-specific binding given ChIP data across conditions and proteins.
We here provide instructions to demonstrate the utility of Cross-CaP. The program will
be made available once our manuscript is published.

B.2 Input File Format
Each row in the input file corresponds to a testable sample (e.g. genomic intervals). To
use Cross-CaP-T1, each row provided in the input file needs to be a fixed-length
genomic window. To use Cross-CaP-T2/T3, rows provided in the input file can be either
genomic windows in fixed length or pre-defined intervals (e.g. binding peaks) in variable
lengths.

Each column contains data values from each data track in the dataset. The columns of
the input are ordered by: condition, feature and replicate.

Example: Cross-CaP input data file containing 3 conditions, 2 features and 2 replicates
should have the following columns in order:

C1_K1_R1

C1_K1_R2

C1_K2_R1

C1_K2_R2

C2_K1_R1

C2_K1_R2

C2_K2_R1

C2_K2_R2

C3_K1_R1

C3_K1_R2

C3_K2_R1

C3_K2_R2

Note: Column C1_K1_R1 contains the data values from condition C1, feature K1 and
replicate R1.
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B.3. Usage
CrossCaP(datMat,bed,conN,tfN,repN,rootDir,adjData=FALSE,degree=1,span=0.5,
sPerc=0.01,sampling="eqf",cutoff=0.05,hwinSize=5,test="all",ifBckr=TRUE)

B.4. Arguments
datMat

an R data matrix containing all the data tracks of interest (See B.2)

bed

an R data frame containing three columns indicating genomic positions
for the given data tracks, ordered by chromosome, start and end position.

conN

the number of conditions in datMat

tfN

the number of features in datMat

repN

the number of replicates in datMat

rootDir

the directory to store the Cross-CaP output

adjData

an optional boolean value to indicate if MA-similar normalization
mentioned in chapter 4.2.3 should be performed (default=FALSE)

degree

an optional LOESS parameter to indicate the degree of the polynomials to
be used in the process of variance estimation (chapter 3.2.2), normally 1
or 2 (default = 1).

span

an optional LOESS parameter α which controls the degree of smoothing
in the process of variance estimation in chapter 3.2.2 (default=0.5)

sPerc

an optional numeric value indicating the percentage of data points to use
in the LOESS process of variance estimation. sPerc is set when the
number of data points are larger than 10,000 (default =0.01).

sampling

an optional string indicating which method of data sampling should be
used when sPerc is not equal to 1. “rn” is random sampling, “eqf” is
sampling with equal frequency of data points in each bin (default = “eqf”,
the bin size is auto-determined).

cutoff

an optional significance cutoff of Bonferroni-adjusted p-value
(default=0.05).
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hwinSize

an optional numeric value indicating the half window size w used in
Cross-CaP-T1 (default=5).
an optional string indicating the test to perform. “common” is for Cross-

test

CaP-T1 only. “diff” is for Cross-CaP-T2 and Cross-CaP-T3. “all” is for
running all the tests (default=”all”)
ifBckr

an optional Boolean value indicating if the background correlation
between features should be estimated from the data (chapter 3.2.2). If
FALSE, zero background correlation will be used.

B.5. Output
The Cross-CaP results will be generated in the directory specified in rootDir. The output
filename starts with the corresponding tests the user performed, and followed by the
significance level specified.

For example:
Three directories will be created under “rootDir”:
1. ./rootDir/dat/ contains the new dataMat generated if adjData is specified
2. ./root/estVar/ contains the variance estimates (myVars.RDat) generated from the
LOESS procedure.
3. ./root/output/ contains the final results from CrossCaP
If arguments test = “common” and cutoff=”0.05” are used, users will find t1.sig.0.05.txt
generated in the rootdir directory. It contains the binding regions showing enriched
signals in any of the given features across conditions.
If arguments test = “diff” and cutoff=”0.05” are used, users will find t2.sig.0.05.txt and
t3.sig.0.05.txt generated in the rootdir directory. It contains the genomic regions showing
differential and conditional-specific signals, respectively.
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The output files of Cross-CaP-T1 and Cross-CaP-T2 contain columns including the
chromosome, start and end positions of the detected region, followed by the Bonferroni
adjusted p-values and their unique IDs assigned.

The Cross-CaP-T3 output contains chromosome, start and end positions, followed by
the unique IDs assigned and an integer indicating the condition being condition-specific
(the integer indicator is assigned based on the order of conditions in the input file).
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